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Background: Given the crucial role SMEs play in the modern society it is vital that
knowledge is evolved that can be used to support and grow these businesses.
Using brand management practices SMEs could establish and develop
corporate reputation and legitimacy in network relations, which could result in
higher chances of long-term survival in a B2B context.
Research
Question:

How does working with brand management among SMEs establish, and
develop, corporate reputation and legitimacy, and how do these three concepts
affect the process of establishing network relations in a B2B context?

Purpose:

The purpose of this study is to first investigate how SMEs, in a B2B context,
work with brand management and how this can establish and develop corporate
reputation and legitimacy. Finally the authors wants to see how these three
concepts affect the process of establishing network relations.

Method:

Based on an abductive research approach, a qualitative research method will be
used to study six Swedish SMEs that operate in a B2B context. Primary data
will be based on semi-structured interviews with managers at each company.

Theoretical
Framework: The current literature concerning SME brand management is presented
followed by its linkages towards establishing and developing corporate
reputation and legitimacy. Finally previous research concerning, the process of
establishing network relations among SMEs, its relevance for SMEs, and how
brand management, corporate reputation, and legitimacy could affect this
process, is presented.
Findings &
Conclusions: Brand management offers SMEs the tools to communicate and interact with
various types of stakeholders, which connects the organization to its external
and internal environment. By combining this tool with a dedication of always
performing above expectations, SMEs stands to efficiently establish and
develop corporate reputation and legitimacy. These two constructs essentially
acts as the foundation of that which network relations are built upon.

Titel:

Using Brand management to establish network relations: How SMEs can work
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Nivå:
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Bakgrund:

Givet den viktiga roll som SMF innehar i det moderna samhället är det vitalt att
kunskap utvecklas för att stödja och hjälpa dessa företag att lyckas. Genom att
använda brand management aktiviteter kan SMF utveckla ett Corporate
reputation och legitimitet i nätverksrelationer vilket kan leda till en högre chans
att överleva på långsikt i en B2B kontext.

Forskningsfråga:
Hur kan brand management etablera och utveckla corporate reputation samt
legitimitet i nya nätverksrelationer, och hur påverkar dessa tre konstruktioner
processen utav att etablera nätverksrelationer inom en B2B kontext?
Syfte:

Syftet med denna studie är att först undersöka hur SMF, i en B2B kontext,
arbetar med brand management och hur detta kan etablera eller utveckla
corporate reputation och legitimitet. Avslutningsvis kommer författarna
undersöka hur dessa tre koncept påverkar processen utav att etablera
nätverksrelationer.

Metod:

Baserad på en abduktiv forskningsansats, kommer en kvalitativ
forskningsmetod att användas genom att studera sex Svenska SMF företag som
är verksamma i en B2B kontext. Primärdata kommer att användas genom semistrukturerade intervjuer genomförda med chefer på varje enskilt företag.

Teoretisk
referensram: Den nuvarande litteraturen rörande SME och dess varumärke presenteras vilket
åtföljs av dess kopplingar till att etablera och utveckla Corporate reputation och
legitimitet. Slutligen redovisas tidigare forskning inom området
nätverksskapande inom SME, dess relevans för SME och hur brand
management, Corporate reputation och legitimitet kan påverka denna process.
Resultat &
Slutsats:

Brand Management erbjuder de verktyg som gör det möjligt för SME att
kommunicera och interagera med olika typer av intressenter, vilket kopplar
samman organisationen med dess de interna och externa miljöer. Genom att
kombinera detta verktyg med en övertygelse om att alltid prestera över
förväntan, kan SMEs etablera och utveckla Corporate reputation och
legitimitet. Dessa två konstruktioner utgör vidare den vitala grunden som
många nätverks relationer är byggda på, vilket påverkar denna process centralt.
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1. Introduction
In this chapter you are given a description of the background to the relevance of SME
research. Further key issues and a practical problem is presented alongside the relevant
theory concerning, establishing network relations, brand management, corporate reputation,
and legitimacy.

1.1 Background
Research concerning how to better understand and support successful SME venture
development is growing (Amal, Awuah, Raboch & Andersson, 2013; Centeno, Hart &
Dinnie, 2013; Andersson & Wictor, 2003). This is due to the important role SMEs play in
modern society through its ability to contribute with growth, employment, competitiveness
and innovations (Ibid). It has also been argued that large companies are no longer capable of
generating sustainable economic growth and that SMEs are the key players for future
economic recovery (Soriano, 2005). Due to the size differences of national economies, the
increased international competition, and increased possibilities for competitive advantages, it
is more common for SMEs to expand abroad early (Andersson & Wictor, 2003; European
Commission, 2014).
In Sweden SMEs account for 99.9% of the total number of companies, 65.8% of the total
employment, and 59% of the value added (SBA Faktablad, 2014). On the other hand 0.1% are
large companies accounting for more than 1/3 in both employment and value added, which
creates a relevance for supporting and guiding SMEs into becoming larger entities (Ibid). A
good example is Germany who has the lowest share of micro companies (82%) but has the
highest ratio of value added1 and employment from SMEs in Europe (European Commission,
2014). The general numbers for total number of SMEs, employment, and value added in
Europe is similar with Sweden, proving the importance of SMEs in the national society
worldwide.
An important topic for national leaders to deal with today is raising the share of
internationally active SMEs. Today only 13% of Europe´s SMEs, of which the majority
conduct B2B activities, export goods beyond EU borders (European Commission, 2014).
However as most future economic growth is expected to take place in developing and
emerging markets, and the key macroeconomic growth driver between 2008-2013 was foreign
demand, it is crucial that the share of SMEs with economic relations and interaction with non
EU markets increase (Ibid). In order to make SMEs succeed in this process it is important that
they gain access to external support from governments and other organizations (European
Commission, 2014), but also internal support from knowledge and competence (Barney,
1991).
An important part to consider when discussing the increase of internationalization among
SMEs are the owners/managers understanding of factors that influence success in these
processes. According to Andersson and Wictor (2003) the use and availability of network
relations are regarded as crucial for the firm’s international strategies. Networks are regarded
The amount of collected financial value added to a specific country through various types of taxes – European
commission (2014)
1
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as a relationship between a different stakeholders that together share important resources with
each other (Andersson, Evers, & Griot, 2013). Networks are often used in order to create
stability and security on markets, as well an opportunity for the SMEs to implement and act
on their visions. (Amal et al., 2013; Andersson & Wictor, 2003). In the B2B sector network
relations often are established through a long period of time where the different participants
share resources such as knowledge, capital, and references (Andersson et al., 2013). Given the
previously mentioned key issues SMEs face along with the resources and stakeholders a firm
gain access too through network relations, it is suffice to say that knowledge about how
owners or managers can simplify the process of establishing network relations is very
relevant.
Initially the research concerning the process of establishing network relations were very much
focused on the entrepreneur’s role (Andersson & Wictor, 2003). Networks are often available
through the relationship entrepreneurs possess, or established by the entrepreneur on trade
fairs (Andersson & Wictor, 2003; Andersson et al., 2013). It has been recognized that
entrepreneurs play a central role in the process of establishing or utilizing new or present
network relations on new markets (Ghannad, 2013). More recently however studies
concerning brand management have shown that an expanding company may utilize brand
management strategies in order to create recognition, visibility, and corporate reputation
which theoretically could help organizations establish new network relations on current or
new markets (Xie & Boggs, 2006; Leek & Christodoulides, 2011).
A central part of brand management is to create a brand strategy that over time establishes and
develops the brands related to a certain firm (Krake, 2005). This is mainly done through
developing a unique brand identity, which can help firms differentiate from its competitors,
and add value that a branded article provides over an unbranded one (Ibid). Firms dedicating
time and resources into brand management are also known affect their corporate reputation
which could prove essential when establishing network relations on markets (Goldberg,
Cohen, & Fiegenbaum, 2003). However even though a great corporate reputation could prove
an important competitive resource (Goldberg et al., 2003), failing to act on a built up image or
brand can leave the company without any credibility whatsoever (Lounsbury & Glynn, 2001).
Firms acting in line with their brand identity or images will establish a positive corporate
reputation and legitimized profile, potentially earning legitimacy (Zimmerman & Zeitz, 2002;
Goldberg et al., 2003). Legitimacy is according to Starr & Macmillan (1990) the force of
institutional support from powerful external actors, and defines the host countries acceptance
of the firm and its offers. Legitimacy therefore plays a central role in a firm’s ability to
establish new network relations on markets (Zimmerman & Zeitz, 2002). Working with brand
management in order to establish and develop corporate reputation and legitimacy could
therefore prove valuable when establishing new network relations on current, or potential
markets. However the current research states that due to multiple limitations brand
management is a complicated practice to implement successfully for most SMEs, and even
harder to generalize, which presents a practical problem (Centeno et al., 2013; Krake, 2005).
By utilizing academic research this thesis hope to both create, develop, and spread, essential
knowledge that helps SMEs better deal with current complications surrounding brand
management. This choice, and the importance of academic knowledge, is well supported by
Nelson (1959).
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1.2 Problem Discussion
Earlier research that is relevant for this study has been focused on (I) differences in brand
management processes between SMEs and large companies, (II) the importance of brand
management within SMEs in order to develop and differentiate the firm (III) how corporate
reputation and legitimacy is established and developed, and (IV) a how corporate reputation
and legitimacy could affect the process of establishing network relations. The following
paragraphs will present and discuss (V) this research, ending with a presentation of our
knowledge gap.
Research concerning brand management has traditionally been based on a big business
perspective (I). When discussing brand management within SMEs it was initially believed
that these businesses function as scaled down versions of large companies (Abimbola &
Kocak, 2007; Centeno et al., 2013). However today research has concluded that it exists
significant differences between SMEs and large companies concerning how they work with
brand management (Berthon, Ewing, & Napoli, 2008). In SMEs brand management is a top
management issue, and only in a few cases do SMEs employ market teams to deal with brand
activities (Centeno et al., 2013; Krake, 2005; Wong & Merrilees, 2005). The cause for this
difference is primarily due unique challenges such as liability of smallness which means
smaller organizations lack proper resources which could be practically observed as a limited
budget, time or knowledge (Krake, 2005). Due to this many SMEs concern brand
management processes to be of low concern as other matters such as sales, logistics or other
operations activities are seen as more pressing for current survival (Centeno et al., 2013;
Wong & Merrilees, 2005; Abimbola & Kocak, 2007). However the importance in finding
innovative ways of conducting brand management within SMEs is still acknowledged as
crucial from both academics and owners/managers (Centeno et al., 2013; Krake, 2005; Wong
& Merrilees, 2005).
One of the primary reasons for this is the fact that brands can be used as unique resources that
differentiate the firm (II) and its value offerings among all stakeholders. In markets
characterized by competition this is essential in order to secure long term survival and growth
(Abimbola, 2001; Abimbola & Kocak, 2007; Barney, 1991; Centeno et al., 2013; Wong &
Merrilees, 2005). A great way to develop productive brands is by having formulated brand
strategies (Krake, 2005). A brand strategy should build upon an understanding of the internal
and external environment, surrounding the firm, in order to efficiently develop productive
brands that communicate unique aspects of the firm and its value offerings (Wong &
Merrilees, 2005; Krake, 2005). The uniqueness presented through this communication is a
great basis to differentiate any firm.
Another central part of brand management is the creation and development of a brand identity
(Centeno et al., 2013). The role and purpose of this identity is to create an internal identity
which is used when establishing an external brand image through communications with the
company´s different stakeholders (Ibid). One central part of this identity among SMEs is a
corporate brand which conveys the essence, culture, character and purpose of a company, and
is really the heart and soul from which all outward expressions emanate (Ind, 1997). This
brand represents an important corporate asset as it is unique through the firm´s ethics, goals
and values. This uniqueness enables the firm to differentiate itself from its competitors and
create sustainable competitive advantages (Rode & Vallaster, 2005; Abimbola, 2001; Krake,
2005). This proves all the more crucial today as markets are more complex, and product and
services are easier imitated, which results in the need for whole companies to position
3

themselves instead of simply its products (Xie & Boggs, 2006). Benefits from a clear
corporate brand include increased recognition, Corporate reputation (III), and differentiation
among stakeholders (Abimbola, 2001; Krake, 2005; Rode & Vallaster, 2005). Successful
implementation and creation of a corporate brand is a result of organizational wide support
invoked by management (Rode & Vallaster, 2005; Krake, 2005).
Corporate reputation refers to value judgments about an organization’s qualities,
trustworthiness and reliability built up over time (Abimbola & Kocak, 2007). This suggests
that corporate reputation is more static and cannot be altered quickly, and that it requires
nurturing over time in order to successfully establish and produce value (Bennett and Kottasz,
2000). Goldberg et al. (2003) stated that few small businesses follow a corporate reputation
building strategy, but instead resort to “image management” around public relations
campaigns during times of crisis. However SME managers generally believe and suggest that
strong organizational corporate reputation is a deciding factor when receiving legitimization
from different stakeholders. The overall strategic goal of corporate reputation building is to
create and optimize the possibility of stakeholders having a favorable attitude of the
organization which results in the same stakeholders behaving positively towards this
organization (Goldberg et al., 2003). This will enable the organization to more efficiently
communicate and gain favorable outcomes with their stakeholders on a certain market
(Abimbola & Kocak, 2007). However central in this process is the need for organizations to
deliver on their promises (Lounsbury & Glynn, 2001). By delivering on their promises
organizations can legitimize their business images, earning legitimacy (Zimmerman & Zeits,
2002)
Legitimacy and corporate reputation plays a central role in the process of interacting with
stakeholders on current and potential markets (IV), as legitimacy determines the host
countries acceptance of a certain firm and its offers, and corporate reputation refers to value
judgments about an organization’s qualities, trustworthiness and reliability built up over time
(Amal et al., 2013; Zimmerman & Zeits, 2002; Abimbola & Kocak, 2007). SMEs that
legitimize their value judgments and value offers, in line with a new market context, will
receive the acceptance needed to conduct their businesses (Zimmerman & Zeitz, 2002;
Goldberg et al., 2003). This could mean an increased chance for gaining customers, support
from governments, and acceptance from stakeholders, providing the benefits needed for both
short and –long term business activities (Zimmerman & Zeitz, 2002; Xie & Boggs, 2006).
To summarize and discuss this research (V) SMEs are currently a topic of interest for many
researchers as they are the main contributors to economic growth (Amal et al., 2013; Centeno
et al., 2013; Andersson & Wictor, 2003). It is therefore important to understand how to
support the internationalization process of these organizations, as international markets are
where the future economic growth is expected (European Commission, 2014). An
understanding of how to establish network relations are key when supporting this process, and
factors such as corporate reputation and legitimacy are known to be crucial when creating
new network relations, especially in a B2B industry (Goldberg et al., 2003; Zimmerman &
Zeitz, 2002; Andersson & Wictor, 2003). New research concerning brand management is also
seen as important when looking into how to best support successful SME expansion as brand
management can help develop recognition, corporate reputation, and differentiation
(Abimbola, 2001; Krake, 2005). This research field is also growing steadily with many new
contributions each year, but it still is scarce as Ahonen (2008) concluded that brand
management research amongst SMEs were almost nonexistent prior to 2005, and only 14
sources were found during the study at 2007.
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There exists a practical problem in the current literature concerning brand management, as
SMEs today have many difficulties implementing these activities and both researchers and
practitioners are calling for innovative practices (Centeno et al., 2013; Abimbola, 2001;
Krake, 2005). Further an empirical problem exists as the current practices that are proposed
are generally hard to implement due to differences amongst SMEs when generalization is hard
(Krake, 2005; Abimbola & Kocak, 2007). Lastly a theoretical problem exists in the sense that
it to this date doesn’t exist any theories explaining how brand management can establish and
develop legitimacy, which is essential when establishing network relations. Further the
current literature concerning both brand management, and its importance when establishing
network relations is scarce (Ahonen, 2008; Ambimbola & Kocak, 2007). Also, an overarching
study that looks into the relationship between brand management, corporate reputation, and
legitimacy, in the purpose of establishing network relations is to this date untouched,
although related studies exist (Goldberg et al., 2003; Zimmerman & Zeitz, 2002; Chhabra &
Sharma, 2014; Rode & Vallaster, 2005; Centeno et al., 2013; Abimbola & Kocak, 2007).
These facts presents a knowledge gap of great importance as studies looking to enhance the
process of internationalization for SMEs are both sought-after and lacking (European
Commission, 2014). In light of this relevance, this thesis will focus on how Swedish SMEs, in
B2B context, conduct brand management and how this practice affect their corporate
reputation, and legitimacy. Further this thesis will also look into how these three constructs
affect the process of establishing network relations.

1.3 Research question
How does working with brand management among SMEs establish, and develop, corporate
reputation and legitimacy, and how do these three constructs affect the process of establishing
network relations in a B2B context?

1.4 Purpose
The purpose of this study is to first investigate how SMEs, in a B2B context, work with brand
management and how this can establish and develop corporate reputation and legitimacy.
Finally the authors wants to see how these three constructs affect the process of establishing
network relations. This study aims to make a great contribution by: developing current
theories concerning how brand management is conducted amongst SMEs, while also mapping
the relationship between brand management, corporate reputation, legitimacy, and network
relations. The aim of this thesis will conclude with new practical guidelines for brand
managers in SMEs, in order to resolve the presented practical problem.
Perspective: For this study we have chosen to maintain an owner or managers perspective,
due to fact that in SMEs brand management activities are generally practiced on a top
management level.
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1.5 Delimitations
B2B: Brand management concerning B2C have been under the researcher’s scope for a long
time, while B2B is still an area where contributions can be more easily made. The authors
believe that they can contribute in this field by analysing how six SME firms in Sweden deals
with these brand management practices. Therefore a delimitation towards B2B was made.
Small and medium sized companies: This study includes small and medium-sized firms. The
authors have excluded large companies as well as micro companies. Earlier researches have
shown that large companies’ faces entirely different conditions then SME firms do concerning
brand management. Concerning micro companies the authors argue that these should be
excluded on the premises that: 1. when the study was initiated, a larger sample was made, this
sample was then decreased to a smaller number of companies that was found appropriate for
this study. In this sample no micro companies were found. 2. It has been hard identifying
possible micro companies close to where the authors operate.
Furthermore, delimitations in the theoretical framework have been made on the basis of this
study’s purpose and research question. Earlier research essential for this study has concluded
that SMEs face unique challenges that are not present among larger companies. Therefore the
theories collected and presented in this study, regarding this thesis key concepts, have all been
focused from a SME perspective.

1.6 Key concepts and definitions
Small and medium sized enterprises
(SMEs):

Firm
category
Medium

No. Of
employees
< 250

Small

< 50

Micro

< 10

Annual
turnover
≤ 50
millions €
≤ 10
millions €
≤2
millions €

Balance
sheet
≤ 43
millions €
≤ 10
millions €
≤2
millions €

European Commission (2014)

Network relations

According to Andersson et al., (2013): Networks are
regarded as a relationship between a different
stakeholders that together share important resources
with each other.

Legitimacy

Legitimacy is according to Starr & Macmillan (1990):
the force of institutional support from powerful
external actors, and defines the host countries
acceptance of the firm and its offers

Brand management

According to Keller (1998): Brand management is a
daily recurring aspect of a firms marketing policy,
consisting of the implementation of a brand strategy
6

and management of company brands.
Corporate reputation

“a corporate reputation defines a company´s identity,
as seen by important stakeholders, in the market,
competitiveness of its products and/or services, the
effective management of its resources, and its potential
for future success.”
(Goldberg et al., 2003. p169)

1.7 Disposition
This thesis will continue with the following structure.
2 The next chapter will contain the theoretical framework that is relevant for this
study. The chapter will introduce the reader into this study´s three main areas being:
Brand management in SMEs, developing corporate reputation and legitimacy
through brand management, and establishing network relations. The chapter will end
with a presentation of the authors proposed research model, that will be used when
collecting empirical data, and conducting the analysis.
3

The third chapter will present the methodology that was used when conducting this
study, consisting of a qualitative approach using a case study design in order to
formulate the interview guide and collect the empirical data. The chapter will also
provide a critical discussion on the choices made throughout this study.

4

In the fourth chapter the authors presents the empirical findings that were collected
through six personal interviews using the authors formulated interview guide to best
reflect the three main areas presented in 2nd chapter.
The fifth chapter will contain the analysis and discussion of this thesis. Both an
empirical and theoretical analysis will be presented, using a cross-analysis approach.
The analysis will focus on facts related to the three main areas provided in the 2 nd
and 4th chapter. A discussion will also be provided in order to efficiently present
facts that the authors base their final conclusions upon.
In the sixth chapter the authors will present their conclusions, based on the
discussion provided in the fifth chapter. Theoretical, empirical, and practical,
implications will be presented in order to address this study´s research question,
evolve the current knowledge gap, and develop practical guidelines for SME
managers. Lastly recommendations for future studies is provided.

5
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2. Theoretical framework
This chapters function is to shape and prepare the readers perspective for the upcoming
empirical and theoretical analysis. The theoretical framework will follow three major steps
starting with the introduction of brand management among SMEs, presenting key concepts in
this area alongside criticism and praises of these practices. Followed by this the next
subchapter will present central benefits with brand management, and its ability to develop
corporate reputation and act as a source of legitimacy. The third and last step will present
theories regarding network relations, its relevance for SMEs, and how the central benefits,
presented in the earlier subchapter, can support the process of establishing network relations.
Finally this thesis research model will be presented, summarizing the three steps presented in
this chapter, and fundamentally functioning as the authors’ tool for analyzing the empirical
findings later presented.
Brand Management
in SMEs
•Building a Brand
identity
•Corporate
branding amongst
SMEs
•Developing a
Brand strategy

Central benefits with
brand management
•Corporate
reputation
•Legitimacy

Network relations
•How the central
benefits can
establish network
relations

Figure 1: Theoretical framework model for our study. Our own construction

2.1 Brand management in SMEs
Keller (1998) defines brand management as a daily recurring aspect of a firms marketing
policy, consisting of the implementation of a brand strategy and management of company
brands. Central in this definition is the process of “daily recurring” which means that brand
management is not recognized as a one-time only activity, but something that continuously
should evolve alongside the firm (Ibid).
The purpose of brand management is the establishment of a brand strategy that over time
creates and develops the brands related to a certain firm (Krake, 2005). One central part of
brand management strategy is a clear marketing strategy that has the purpose of
differentiating the firm from its competitors and add value that a branded article provides over
an unbranded one (Ibid). In order to succeed in this process a firm needs to understand both
its internal and external environment so that it can identify valuable assets, characteristics, and
resources, internally and match this against demands and needs of current or potential
stakeholders (Krake, 2005; Wong & Merrilees, 2005). This process helps an organization
remain competitive as one of the most important aspects of strategic management is analyzing
internal and external factors that either enhances or supports the firm on a market (Porter
1985; Porter, 2004; Barney, 1991).
Looking into the research concerning brand management it has traditionally been based upon
a big business perspective (Abimbola, 2001; Wong & Merrilees, 2005). Common
assumptions made in this research concern that organizations have access to a large amount of
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resources enabling them to dedicate strategies towards creating large corporate brands,
evolving product brands, and sponsoring large events (Abimbola, 2001). Assumptions and
conclusions made in this research is therefore not applicable on SMEs due to the fact that
these firms have restricted resources such as: limited budget, time, or knowledge, limiting
them from choices otherwise existent in larger companies (Ibid). This results in branding
literature concerning SMEs being scarcer but a very popular and growing research field due to
the important functions that these firms hold in our societies (Abimbola, 2001; European
Commission, 2014).
The current literature concerning brand management in SMEs has recognized its importance
in the process of distinguishing firms, building competitive advantage, and developing an
understanding of the internal and external environment (Krake, 2005; Abimbola, 2001; Wong
& Merrilees, 2005; Abimbola & Kocak, 2007; Centeno et al., 2013). This is acknowledged
among researchers, owners and/or managers in SMEs (Centeno et al., 2013; Krake, 2005).
SME owners/managers have been found to have a desire for creating high brand awareness
and envision their businesses to be placed in a unique and attractive market position (Krake,
2005).
Following is a model developed by Krake (2005) in order to illustrate what role brand
management plays in SME firms.

Figure 2: "Funnel" model for the role of management in SMEs. (Krake, 2005 p. 233)

The role illustrated is one that takes into consideration three influencing factors, namely the
entrepreneur, company structure, and market, and utilizing this information when developing
marketing activities both internally and externally (Krake, 2005). An example could be an
owner/manager capitalizing on the passion of the entrepreneur and tailoring this message
towards a segmented target audience as well as the internal organization, in order to create
brand recognition externally and brand awareness, brand dedication internally. If done
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correctly and efficiently the organization stands to win brand recognition and increased
turnover, something distinguishing itself from the competition and stabilizing its current
position on the market. This whole process is to be formulated in a brand strategy (Ibid).
However for SMEs the process of brand management is not always so rewarding. There’s
many reasons why these popular and attractive practices are not as focused in smaller firms.
Much is due to the consequential nature, and risk, brand management introduce to already
pressured organizations (Krake, 2005; Centeno et al., 2013). SMEs often lack substantial
resources in budget, time, and knowledge, which may determine the future survival of the
firm (Inskip, 2004; Rode & Vallaster, 2005). Parallel with this SMEs often endure in markets
that are characterized by competition and uncertainty, which is especially the case when
establishing ventures on international markets (Andersson & Wictor, 2003). These factors
create risks that SME management have to deal with on a daily basis, which demands that
current resources available to SMEs are utilized properly (Centeno et al., (2013). Also a lack
of knowledge in how to establish and develop brand management practices is often common
among SMEs which in turn results in more uncertainty when formulating a brand strategy
(Wong & Merrilees, 2005).
In summary the difficulties associated with brand management among SMEs is often a result
of constrained resources and a venture stage that is more focused upon surviving and
developing core products, then growing and developing added value features, and unique
characteristics, that differentiates themselves among the competition (Wong & Merrilees,
2005; Centeno et al., 2013). This puts important operational activities and securing vital
resources as a top priority among SME management which results in brand management
being left less prioritized (Centeno et al., 2013). Brand management is instead often dealt with
through spontaneous and subconscious activities employed by representatives of a SME,
without a clear formulated brand strategy (Centeno et al., 2013; Abimbola & Kocak, 2007).
Due to this it is still hard to fully recognize the benefits of brand management within SMEs,
and also to develop practical models that reflects clear and efficient strategies (Krake, 2005;
Abimbola & Kocak, 2007).
Facing this problem that essentially builds upon the characteristics of SMEs combined with
the needs of brand management practices, researchers, managers and/or owners calls for
innovative solutions and guidelines. This is in order for SMEs to effectively communicate
certain value offerings and establishing a presence, while also maintaining a low-cost mindset
that cooperates with the amount of resources available at hand (Krake, 2005; Abimbola,
2001). More careful planning, centered entrepreneurs, and overarching corporate brands are
recommendations within the current SME branding literature (Abimbola, 2001; Krake, 2005;
Centeno et al., 2013). Inskip (2004) also proposes that SME managers can employ brand
consultancy firms, or develop brand management teams, in order to properly work with brand
management. This deals with the issue concerning the lack of knowledge amongst SME
management and benefits the organization with long-term brand activities that act as unique
resources for the firm. Successful examples of SMEs that manage to innovate in this process
with great results have been presented (Krake, 2005; Gilmore, 2011; Centeno et al., 2013;
Rode & Vallaster, 2005). The future of brand management practices among SMEs is therefore
a research field with growing knowledge, understanding, and importance.
The following subtitles will delve deeper into the concept of brand management among
SMEs, presenting the central concepts of brand identity, corporate branding, and brand
strategy.
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2.1.1 Building a brand identity
Perhaps the most central part of brand management is the development of a brand identity
(Centeno et al., 2013; Krake, 2005). According to Centeno et al. (2013) a brand identity
among SMEs will reflect the organization as a whole and make it easier for consumers or
other stakeholders to effectively identify the organizations purpose, unique characteristics and
value offerings. A brand identity is effectively the ambition that the brand manager strives to
create, in his/hers every day brand management activities The brand identity can differ
between products, or company and often relates to underlying characteristics or messages
conveyed by the brand (Ind, 1997). The stakeholders’ current perception of the brand is called
brand image and often will not fully coincide with the brand identity, leaving room for
improvements and initiatives from the brand owner and/or manager through the work with
brand management (Ind, 1997; Centeno et al., 2013).
Centeno et al. (2013) presents four dimension of which brand identity can be created and
improved from, namely: Brand as a product, Brand as an organization, Brand as a symbol,
and Brand as a person. Amongst SMEs these concepts are often controlled and developed by
the brand owners and/or managers’ inner drive and core values, and created in line with the
brand budget in order to create differentiation through brand management activities (Centeno
et al., 2013; Krake, 2005).


Brand as a person: This dimension propose that the brand identity share traits or
characteristics with the brand owner in smaller SMEs, as it is they who often handle
all the brand management activities and practices. As the SME increase in size it is
normal that the brand identity develops into an organizational brand instead of just the
personification of a brand. This should come naturally as the organizational members
gets involved in the business culture and brand management process (Centeno et al.,
2013).



Brand as a product: A very common dimension where the products themselves have
their own brand identities, were products are seen as something more than just an
object. Product brands could be used to efficiently establish and spread a brand
identity as they are often more visible than company brands (Centeno et al., 2013). In
many cases, especially among larger companies product brands differ among each
other in order to efficiently target multiple market segments (Xie & Boogs, 2006).
Product brands are currently not suggested as recommendations for SMEs conducting
brand management practices as their performance regarding increased turnover is seen
as weak (Agostini et al., 2014).



Brand as a symbol includes all the graphical aspects of the brand identity, such as
symbols, logos, brand names, colors etc. SME brand owners use this in order to
enhance the brand image and more effectively create attention both internally and
externally (Centeno et al., 2013).



Brand as an organization: The organization may have its own corporate brand, with
its own brand identity as explained by Centeno et al., (2013) and Rode & Vallaster
(2005). This is mentioned as one of the most important and cost effective sources of
differentiation for the brand identity, as a corporate brand is unique in its cultural
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aspects and therefore more easily differentiated from its competition (Krake, 2005).
“Brand as an organization” often originates from “Brand as a person” once employees
gets involved with the organizational culture and brand management process (Centeno
et al., 2013).
In all four dimensions the brand owner plays an essential role in the process of creating,
nurturing, and developing, the respective dimension (Centeno et al., 2013). Uniqueness and
sources of differentiation are often found through the owners own characteristics making
him/her vital in the brand management process in SMEs (Centeno et al., 2013; Krake, 2005;
Wong & Merrilees, 2005). This process includes establishing and communicating certain
values and norms internally and externally, creating a corporate culture and a brand image,
which educates the stakeholders of the brand identity (Centeno et al., 2013; Krake, 2005;
Gilmore, 2011). The brand owner mainly does this through its centralized position within the
organizations and its inner drive and core values (Centeno et al., 2013). The commitment to
this process is often based from personal choice and preference (Ibid).
As the firm develops and grows the brand owner and the employees gain new knowledge and
competencies which further influences the development of the brand identity (Centeno et al.,
2013). A good example is when the brand identity moves from being a personification of the
brand owner into an identity that more and more reflects the current corporate culture (Ibid).
This opens up the possibility of a process of corporate branding employed by larger
companies, which is currently one of the top recommendations for brand management among
SMEs (Centeno et al., 2013; Abimbola, 2001; Krake, 2005).

2.1.2 Corporate branding amongst SMEs
A corporate brand conveys essence, culture, character and purpose of a company, and is
really the heart and soul from which all outward expressions emanate (Ind, 1997)
The corporate brand consists of a corporate identity and a corporate image (Rode & Vallaster,
2005). Corporate identity exist as an interrelation between corporate culture, corporate design,
corporate behavior and corporate communication (Rode & Vallaster, 2005):


Corporate culture: the dynamic core of the corporate identity. Sums up value
statements and guidelines that employees should follow.



Corporate design: Refers to all visual aspects of the corporate brand such as: Jingle,
name, slogan and character.



Corporate behavior: Refers to how human resource processes are managed including
recruiting, empowering and supporting employees. Needs to be consistent with
company values, design and internal communication.



Corporate communication: The communication that occurs within the organization in
order to build standardized routines, accomplish organizational and individual goals or
respond to organizational change. It really comes down to a tool to coordinate and
inform employees in all organizational relevant behaviors.
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Once the organization communicates the corporate identity externally through various ways
of interaction, a corporate image is formed (Rode & Vallaster, 2005). The dynamic process
linking these two concepts is fundamentally corporate branding. The process is holistic,
planned, strategically focused and fully integrated within the company (Ind, 1997). For SMEs
corporate branding stands as a unique opportunity to differentiate the organization while
simultaneously develop corporate reputation, and brand recognition (Krake, 2005; Centeno et
al., 2013; Rode & Vallaster, 2005). This could be done by establishing a corporate culture
which differentiates an organization through its uniqueness. Also a corporate culture will help
guide organizational members into behaving in a preferred manner, which hopefully helps
establish more successful stakeholder interactions. The result of this will be the establishment
of a brand identity which is related to a positive corporate reputation. Due to its productive
nature it is currently highlighted as one of the most important brand management practices by
much literature concerning brand management amongst SMEs (Rode & Vallaster, 2005;
Krake, 2005; Abimbola, 2001; Abimbola & Kocak, 2007; Centeno et al., 2013).
Formulating corporate branding strategies for SMEs takes certain talent and skills.
Management should be central in this process, and in the case of small ventures the
entrepreneur should pick up the key role (Merrilees, 2007; Rode & Vallaster, 2005). Initially
it is the brand owners’ task to create, develop and maintain a productive corporate brand that
effectively establishes a cultural personality within the organization, and makes use of
relevant resources in order to externally spread this personality and identity among
stakeholders (Merrilees, 2007; Rode & Vallaster, 2005). As the organization and corporate
brand develops the brand owner should establish teams in order to relieve themselves from
certain tasks, and make sure that they are focused on the most essential brand management
activities (Rode & Vallaster, 2005). This will also engage employees even more within the
organization, which is essential in order for the corporate brand to continue its development
(Merrilees, 2007; Rode & Vallaster, 2005; Centeno et. al, 2013).
The process however demands that brand owners/managers dedicate some of their resources
into understanding the relationship between internal identities and external images (Rode &
Vallaster, 2005). It is important that they identify unique and relevant characteristics that is
closely related to the core business and value offerings, and match this uniqueness against the
appropriate crowd of stakeholders (Zimmerman & Zeitz, 2002). Identifying the appropriate
crowd of stakeholders is done by analyzing the external environment and establishing an
understanding of the stakeholders’ preferences, social culture and demands. The whole
process should maintain a planned and strategic perspective and mainly be conducted by
centralized figures within the firm (Ibid). However in the case with SMEs owners/managers
generally have a hard time relieving resources for these tasks, even though they acknowledge
the central importance of corporate branding (Rode & Vallaster, 2005; Centeno et.al, 2013).
In a study conducted by Rode & Vallaster (2005) a minority of the studied SMEs focused on
developing corporate branding practices, but the ones who did employ these practices showed
increased success, and potential, relative to their competition.

2.1.3 Developing a brand strategy
Central when conducting brand management within perhaps any type of firm is developing a
brand strategy. The purpose of the brand strategy is to present tools that helps organizations
achieve more productive brand management results. By formulating strategies organizations
can more successfully identify brand barriers and find appropriate solutions on how to
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overcome these (Wong & Merrilees, 2005). When developing a brand strategy within SMEs it
is essential that the management team is a driving and engaging factor (Krake, 2005; Centeno
et al., 2013). As the SMEs lack substantial amount of resources it is not realistic that the firm
is able to employ whole branding campaigns, but instead they should focus on capitalizing on
the maximum amount of brand recognition relative to the least amount of resources spent
(Gilmore, 2011; Krake, 2005). Only basic instruments should be utilized in these strategies
such as trademark, symbols, logo, registered design, brand name and firms’ corporate
reputation and integrated communication (Abimbola, 2001). Wong & Merrilees (2005)
presents four constructs that help SME firms focus and enhance their brand management
results: Brand distinctiveness, brand orientation, brand barriers, and brand marketing
performance:


Brand distinctiveness: Focuses on creating a brand that catch and enhances the
distinctiveness of a product/service in order to create marketing edge that can benefit
the venture on long term success.



Brand orientation: Refers to the extent of which the brand owners is ready to reinforce
distinctiveness for the brand. Reflects how much action is taken in order to
successfully employ branding activities and dedicate resources for marketing efforts.



Brand barriers: These include obstacles that hinders SMEs from conducting certain
branding activities. Most common barriers are financial, knowledge and time
constraints that blocks the firm from focusing on brand endeavors (Wong & Merrilees,
2005; Centeno et al., 2013).



Brand marketing performance: This sums up the results of the branding activities in
order to measure how well branding practices achieves its quest for competitive
advantages.

SMEs should utilize its unique characteristics, to create brand distinctiveness, when
formulating brand strategies as this will enhance the outcome of the brand practice through
added value features and uniqueness of the brand image (Gilmore, 2001; Wong & Merrilees,
2005). Great characteristics often found within SMEs are: Newness, inventiveness,
innovative, and creative flair (Krake, 2005; Gilmore, 2011). By formulating messages mainly
through the entrepreneurs and employees word-of-mouth practices, combining this with
appropriate brand names, slogans, symbols, and logos, the SME firm stand to build a strong
brand recognition and awareness on the market for a low price (Gilmore, 2011; Abimbola,
2001; Krake, 2005; Centeno et al., 2013).
However central in the process of brand management is the dedication assigned to this area of
practice by management. The brand orientation among SMEs is generally low according to
Krake (2005) and Centeno et al. (2013), although benefits are recognized among the same
organizations. The reason for this, as previously mentioned, is due to constrained resources
among smaller -and medium-sized firms.
In order to help SMEs face this issue both Abimbola (2001) & Krake (2005) suggests that
SME brand management should only emphasize one or two brands, of which one should be a
corporate brand. This will help SMEs to save resources but also to capitalize on the
entrepreneurs’ unique passion for its business and in so overcome certain brand barriers, by
offering a unique and cost effective source of gaining brand distinctiveness for the SME
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(Wong & Merrilees, 2005). Krake (2005) also suggests that if a product brand is currently the
strongest owned brand within the organization it should be converted to a corporate brand
instead, in order to more efficiently create corporate reputation, differentiation, and brand
recognition for the organization. Co-branding with a large firm is also suggested by Gilmore
(2011) as this can help SMEs create substantially more brand awareness. This is also
something SMEs today are generally bad at (Ibid).
In order to formulate successful brand strategies it is essential that SMEs follow up on their
current brand management endeavors. Therefore a central part of the brand strategy should be
to analyze the current brand marketing performance. However due to management often
being caught up in other matters, it is recommended that management in SMEs delegate daily
brand management tasks to chosen individuals and assigned teams. This will also help reduce
common mistakes and leave room for feedback on current brand management practices
(Krake, 2005; Centeno et al., 2013).

2.2 Central benefits with brand management
The next subchapter will explain the beneficial aspects of brand management through its
ability to establish and develop corporate reputation and legitimacy, which may prove
essential when establishing new network relations on markets.
According to Abimbola (2001) brands can be developed and utilized as a resource that
effectively communicate certain values towards a target audience. This process could result in
valuable outcomes as every positive interaction with a stakeholder, through brand
management, helps an organization establish a positive brand image that stands as a unique
value offering in the stakeholder’s mindset (Abimbola & Vallaster, 2007). The brand identity
should be used as an important link between the internal and external environment of the firm,
by communicating both internally and externally the values, norms, and characteristics, of the
firm (Krake, 2005; Centeno et al., 2013).
When establishing a brand identity a firm should make sure to pinpoint certain characteristics
that, when communicated, establishes an attractive brand image (Centeno et al., 2013; Krake,
2005). A process of doing this is through image management which manages different
activities that a company will employ in order to communicate and establish a brand image
amongst target stakeholders on a market (Goldberg et al., 2003). Executing this correctly
could result in higher brand awareness, recognition, and visibility, amongst stakeholders
which is essential when establishing a unique profile on markets (Abimbola, 2001; Gilmore,
2011; Goldberg et al., 2003).
Yet image management will not provide any substance for the current brand image, as
communications only focus on enhancing certain characteristics with no credible proof of its
existence (Goldberg et al., 2003). An organization that aims to provide substance in its brand
image should dedicate resources towards legitimizing its characteristics through a process that
introduce, defend, and develop, these characteristics when interacting with stakeholders
(Goldberg et al., 2003; Abimbola & Kocak, 2007). This process provides a source for SMEs
to build corporate reputation and legitimacy among stakeholders, which stands as essential
resources for any firm (Goldberg et al., 2003; Zimmerman & Zeitz, 2002).
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2.2.1 Corporate reputation
“a corporate reputation defines a company´s identity, as seen by important stakeholders, in
the market, competitiveness of its products and/or services, the effective management of its
resources, and its potential for future success.”
(Goldberg et al., 2003. p169)
A firm’s corporate reputation can be one of its greatest assets if developed properly (Goldberg
et al., 2003; Abimbola & Vallaster, 2007). A corporate reputation can replace an absence of
history which is essential in the B2B markets as stakeholder relationships often are long-term
(Andersson et al., 2013). For SMEs corporate reputation may be used to acquire top of the
line employees, build alliances with important actors in order to create credibility on the
market, or attract many types of investors and other stakeholders in order to bind crucial
resources that determines the future of the small venture (Goldberg et al., 2003).
Brand management is associated with corporate reputation building through image
management, as the brand image communicates the norms, values, characteristics, and value
offerings of a firm (Goldberg et al., 2003; Krake, 2005; Centeno et al., 2013). These are all
frequently present in the daily communication a firm has with its stakeholders, which results
in brand management having an essential role when establishing and developing a firms´
corporate reputation (Goldberg et al., 2003).
In order to develop a positive corporate reputation SMEs needs to understand that every
interaction that the firm has with its stakeholders is a both a source and potential of acquiring,
and developing, corporate reputation (Abimbola & Vallaster, 2007). This is because the
interaction will either legitimize or change the current perception of the brand image that a
stakeholder currently has, which will affect the associated corporate reputation (Lounsbury &
Glynn, 2001; Goldberg et al., 2003). The characteristics associated with the corporate
reputation will attract different types of stakeholders, as these have different preferences
(Goldberg et al., 2003). Goldberg et al (2003) provides an example:
 Investors looking for a short term investment will mainly look towards a firm with the
corporate reputation of having an ability to produce earnings on a short term basis.
 However investors who wants to invest on a long term basis could look for a firm with
the corporate reputation of having a good managerial ability. Characteristics such as
innovative products, completeness, and experience of the managerial team, often
determine a firm’s ability to produce sustainable growth, which is central for an
investor having a long term perspective.
In this sense it is essential that SME managers dedicate resources to understand what type of
corporate reputation that fits the organization best. A corporate reputation should reflect the
organizations unique characteristics as these are possible to legitimize within the firm
(Goldberg et al., 2003; Krake, 2005). This is in order to both attract the right type of
stakeholders, but also to make sure that every interaction has the possibility of delivering a
positive experience for the affected stakeholders (Abimbola & Vallaster, 2007; Goldberg et
al., 2003).
Besides having an understanding of the stakeholders a contextual insight is also suggested in
order to develop a positive corporate reputation, as this will provide an understanding of the
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accepted norms and values within a specific context (Goldberg et al., 2003; Zimmerman &
Zeitz, 2002). This understanding is essential in order for firms to build a positive corporate
reputation that is legitimized within its context, as the characteristics associated with the
corporate reputation will be socially acceptable (Zimmerman & Zeitz, 2002).
Further a corporate reputation needs to be nurtured over time in order for it to last, not lose
effectiveness, and foremost not become negative (Goldberg et al., 2003). A negative
corporate reputation can provide harsh challenges and even risk the future survival of a
business, as it can destroy current relationships and block future ones from establishing (Ibid).
Continuously nurturing a corporate reputation that is in line with the communicated brand
image will develop a trustworthy brand among different stakeholders (Chaudhuri &
Holbrook, 2001). A trustworthy brand can benefit firms with loyal stakeholders that
recommend the brand to others and exclude the competition (Ibid). It is important that SMEs
involve the organization as a whole in order to create a brand image and corporate reputation
that is real and honest both inside and out (Eggers, O´Dwyer, Kraus, Vallaster, & Güldenberg,
2013). Knowledge of the brand identity should therefore be present in day to day activities
between the organization and its stakeholders, which is possible through an appropriate
organizational culture (Ibid). Through continuously working with brand management
activities such as corporate branding, SMEs can establish a culture and channel of
communication that helps its representatives understand, and embrace, the brand identity of
the organization (Krake, 2005; Rode & Vallaster, 2005).
However developing corporate reputation and trustworthy brands within SMEs is not always
without challenge. Often SMEs are found to have a harder time, then their larger counterparts,
researching the current corporate reputation associated with their brand. This is due to
significant budget and time limitations, which demands time and cost effective practices that
productively snaps up current rumors, and variables that are associated with the firms’
corporate reputation and brand image (Abimbola & Vallaster, 2007). According to Abimbola
& Vallaster (2007) SMEs should primarily collect information regarding their corporate
reputation through frequent personal communications with stakeholders, while also keeping
an ear towards the industry. Researching the current corporate reputation of a firm is essential
in order to properly address a negative corporate reputation, or seize opportunities to develop
a positive corporate reputation, and legitimacy among stakeholders (Goldberg et al., 2003).

2.2.2 Legitimacy
Legitimacy is according to Starr & Macmillan (1990): the force of institutional support from
powerful external actors, and defines the host countries acceptance of the firm and its offers
Legitimacy is acquired from the contextual culture, consisting of values and norms, which
different stakeholders follow and act from (Ibid). For SMEs legitimacy can provide a means
to overcome the liability of newness that often limits the firm from growing and developing
(Zimmerman & Zeitz, 2002; Lounsbury & Glynn, 2001). As it determines the acceptance and
attitude of stakeholders of a certain market and context, legitimacy is an essential factor to
consider, for any firm, when conducting business activities on markets.
The following three sources of legitimacy are mentioned by Zimmerman & Zeitz (2002):
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Sociopolitical regulatory: Is acquired when an organization visibly conforms to
different regulations, rules, standards, and expectations, created by governments,
credentialing associations, powerful organizations or professional bodies. Example
could be an ISO certificate possessed by an organization, illustrating certain
characteristics of that organization.



Sociopolitical normative: Is acquired by visibly endorsing and acting in line with
norms and values, widely held by stakeholders within a specific context. A modern
example could be working with CSR or fair treatment of employees.



Cognitive legitimacy: Is acquired by practicing and promoting activities that are
widely acknowledged within a specific context. An example could be legitimizing an
image of great managerial ability, by promoting a management team consisting of
managers with top of the line business degrees.

Similar to corporate reputation building, as mentioned by (Goldberg et al., 2003), developing
legitimacy is based upon dedicating efforts to authenticate the firms different activities and
characteristics as trustworthy, while also making these socially acceptable in a specific
context (Zimmerman & Zeitz, 2002). Developing legitimacy among SMEs is done by either
conforming towards, manipulating current or future, or creating new, social constructs (Ibid).
An example could be an innovative firm whose value offerings are new to a market, and
therefore not always legitimized among certain stakeholders (Lounsbury & Glynn, 2001). A
firm could then either manipulate existing, or create new, social constructs that when
successfully communicated amongst stakeholders will legitimate its value offerings
(Zimmerman & Zeitz, 2002; Lounsbury & Glynns, 2001).
The differences between creation, manipulation, conformance and selection stages needs to be
understood in order to effectively build and develop legitimacy within a firm (Ashford &
Gibbs, 1990; Zimmerman and Zeitz, 2002). Management needs to understand in what areas it
should conform to certain social constructs and what areas it should create new social
constructs that effectively creates legitimacy in order to support the firm offerings
(Zimmerman & Zeitz, 2002). Preferably the organization should conform in non-central areas
of their business such as a marketing firm conforming its accounting processes in order to
make this trustworthy among certain stakeholders. However when handling the marketing
process it may be a good idea to revolutionize and innovate the traditional process in order to
stand out and differentiate the business and also improve legitimacy. Understanding this
relation is central for an organization to understand how it should act in certain situations to
maintain, create, or develop legitimacy among different stakeholders (Zimmerman & Zeitz,
2002; Oliver, 1991).
Lastly it is important to identify what stage the new venture currently exists, in order to put
focus within the right relevant areas to build legitimacy (Zimmerman & Zeitz, 2002).
Examples are new ventures that exist in the survival stage that shouldn’t focus all too much
on attracting legitimacy among stakeholders such as different institutions, but instead put
more focus on attracting legitimacy among investors, distributors or customers. If focused
correctly and successfully the venture may move up to the “expanding” stage which will put a
different focus on how to build legitimacy and which stakeholders to direct it to (Ashford &
Gibbs, 1990; Zimmerman and Zeitz, 2002).
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According to Baron & Markman (2000) an organizations ability to create a great impression
is vital when establishing legitimacy on new markets. This thesis proposes a linkage between
brand management and legitimacy as SMEs can work with brand management activities to
develop a brand identity that describes and communicates the organizational values and
norms, its practices and activities, its purpose, and its value offerings (Centeno et al., 2013;
Krake, 2005). This will develop a brand image that can be perceived by all affected
stakeholders, and depending on how this image corresponds with the contextual culture
stakeholders could either accept or reject the firm and its presence (Lounsbury & Glynn,
2001). SMEs could use brand management practices in order to establish a brand image that
illustrates acquired certifications, or current CSR activities employed by the firm, which could
provide sources of regulatory and normative legitimacy (Zimmerman and Zeitz, 2002).

2.3 Network relations
According to Andersson et al., (2013) network relations are regarded as a relationship
between different stakeholders that together share important resources with each other. There
are different types of network relations available for individuals and firms, such as business
and personal networks (Emerson, 1981; Aldrich & Zimmer, 1986).
Network relations are of great importance for SMEs during their internationalization process
(Andersson et al., 2013; Johanson & Vahlne 2009). SMEs can use them to stabilize their
business venture through relationships with other actors on the market, which can help the
company deal with challenges on emerging markets. According to Amal et al (2013) the main
internationalization barriers are pointed out to be bureaucracy, logistics, foreign competition,
and lack of partnerships. For firms expanding abroad, markets that include great network and
partnership options should be selected (Johanson & Vahlne, 2009).
Further, for SMEs network relations are often seen as opportunities that can be used to launch
the company vision (Andersson & Wictor, 2003; Johanson & Vahlne, 2009). Andersson and
Wictor (2003) argue that financiers, suppliers, and customers are crucial network actors for
SMEs operating on new markets. According to Johanson and Vahlne (2009) SMEs could
utilize present network relations when establishing networks on new markets. Already
established networks could contribute with legitimacy and trust among new network relations,
through for example recommendations, due to an already established track record among
existing network relations (Ibid).

2.3.1 How the central benefits can establish network relations
When establishing network relations with stakeholders it is essential to create a match
between supply and demand of specific needs. Stakeholders looking to develop relationships
will often base this decision upon its own demands:


A financial institution providing capital to a firm will often base its decision upon the
firm’s ability to repay the loan plus interest over time. For a firm looking to establish a
network relationship with a financial institution it is central that the firm can provide
details on its solidity and future cash flow. Previous references concerning similar
network relations could also be relevant to communicate in this case (Johanson &
Vahlne, 2009).
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When attracting new employees it is essential that the firm can provide factors that are
attractive for these stakeholders. These could include, salary, potential of employee
development, or dynamic work assignments. Firms could work with employer
branding in order to effectively communicate a brand image that attracts and retains
crucial human resources (Chhabra & Sharma, 2014).



When establishing a relationship with customers it is often essential that the network
relationship supports both short and long-term goals and visions, among the
participating firms (Andersson & Wictor, 2003). A firm looking to establish a
relationship with a customer would then have to provide a legitimate image of being
an attractive long-term partner, that supports specific goals, and visions. Brand
management is an important tool to utilize in order to develop and communicate this
image among attractive stakeholders (Lounsbury & Glynn, 2001).

In B2B, network relations are often long-term which puts a higher demand on every partner
looking to engage in a network relation. A firm looking to engage in a long-term business
relationship will not only need to communicate an attractive value offering, but also a
legitimate one (Goldberg et al., 2003; Zimmerman & Zeitz, 2002). In long-term network
relations brand trust, corporate reputation, and legitimacy are essential factors to both
establish and develop networks over time (Zimmerman & Zeitz, 2002; Lounsbury & Glynn,
2001; Goldberg et al., 2003).
Corporate reputation will influence the process of establishing network relations in different
ways. One way would be through a direct communication with a stakeholder, were a positive
corporate reputation would influence the decision making process (Goldberg et al., 2003).
Another way could be indirectly with stakeholders taking the initiative as a positive corporate
reputation could lead to current stakeholders recommending the firm and excluding the
competition (Chaudhuri & Holbrook, 2001). For SMEs a corporate reputation would be
essential when establishing network relations as it saves resources, through recommendations,
and develops legitimacy, through direct communication (Abimbola & Vallaster, 2007;
Goldberg et al., 2003).
The relevance of legitimacy for SMEs when entering foreign markets is a vital aspect to
consider. As legitimacy determines the social acceptance the host market holds against a
specific firm, legitimacy is central in the whole process of establishing network relations.
Much of the establishment process is somewhat characterised by telling other stakeholders
that you are a serious actor with the goal to compete in the long run (Zimmerman & Zeitz,
2002). By Zimmerman & Zeitz (2002) it is argued that (1) legitimacy is a resource important
for acquiring other resources, such as top managers, quality employees, financial resources,
technology, and government support; (2) Such resources are crucial for new venture growth;
(3) legitimacy can be enhanced by strategic actions taken by the new venture; and (4) such
strategic action is particularly important for new ventures since this is exactly what they
usually lack.
Companies that can broadcast a legitimate profile have a much greater chance to prevail in the
business environment then other actors have (Baron & Markman, 2000; Aldrich & Fiol, 1994;
Lounsbury & Glynn, 2001). According to this thesis brand management practices would seem
essential through the establishment of an attractive brand image that communicates
characteristics found attractive amongst target stakeholders.
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In order to communicate the brand image successfully it is important that the firm have a
good understanding of the contextual culture in the new market (Oliver, 1991; Zimmerman &
Zeitz, 2002). Further it is necessary that a firm also identifies which stakeholders are relevant
for the future of the firm, in order to create productive long-term relationships, not waste
unnecessary resources on wrong stakeholders, or risk damaging, excluding, or losing, future
network relations (Oliver, 1991). A central part of brand management is analysing the
external and internal environment of the firm, which contributes with knowledge of
interesting stakeholders and internal strengths/weaknesses, in order to efficiently
communicate a brand image that coincide with the current demands (Krake, 2005). This
process could be valuable when developing legitimacy as a contextual understanding is
necessary (Zimmerman & Zeitz, 2002).

2.4 Research model

Developing a
Brand
strategy

Legitimacy
How do SMEs
conduct Brand
Management?

Limitations

And how do the three
constructs affect the
process of establishing
network relations?

How do B.M
develop and
establish:
Corporate
Reputation

Corporate
branding

Building a
Brand
identity

Figure 3 The research model for this study. Our own construction

In order to fulfill the purpose of this thesis, the authors aim to first investigate how SMEs, in a
B2B context, work with brand management and how this can establish and develop corporate
reputation and legitimacy. Finally the authors want to see how these three constructs affect the
process of establishing network relations.
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3. Methodology
In this chapter we will introduce our research method. This chapter will summarize our
different methodological choices, while simultaneously providing arguments to why these
were made. Further we will also provide criticism towards these choices in order to create a
critical mind-set for our readers, which is essential when continuing onto our empirical,
analytical and conclusive chapters.

3.1 Research method
For this study the authors have chosen an abductive research approach, using a multiple-case
study design, built from a qualitative data collection, through semi-structured interviews.

3.1.1 Abductive approach
The abductive research approach works as a mixture of both the inductive and deductive,
where the inductive approach uses observations of reality in order to form and develop new
knowledge that can be used as future theoretical frameworks, while a deductive research
approach uses existing theory to study empirical phenomena in order to create new and
develop existing theories (Alvesson & Sköldberg, 2008; Bryman & Bell, 2007). The
abductive research approach therefore creates a more dynamic approach towards conducting
research, as researchers are allowed to use a theoretical framework when collecting empirical
data, while also being able to utilize this empirical data to tailor the current theoretical
literature, in order to develop a profound research. An abductive approach is argued to be well
suited if the researchers want extra support when analysing the theoretical and empirical data
(Dubois & Gadde, 2002).

Figure 4 The abductive approach. Our own construction
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Since the current literature concerning brand management amongst SMEs is narrow, and the
studies previously conducted has showed that the brand practices employed by SMEs differ
considerably, an abductive approach is properly suited. An abductive approach will enable the
researchers to combine both a limited theoretical framework with realistic empirical data
when forming their research perspective, which gives the possibility to create more substance
in their conclusions (Alvesson & Sköldberg, 2008; Dubois & Gadde, 2002). As the purpose of
this study is to continue the development of the central concepts and provide practical
guidelines to SME management and their future brand management activities, it is essential
that these guidelines are efficient, realistic, and well-reasoned, which is more likely the case
when combining two perspectives and employing these through a dynamic abductive
approach.
According to Alvesson and Sköldberg (2008) an abductive research approach often requires
more analytical efforts as the researchers combine both empirical and theoretical data in a
dynamic and evolving research approach. This can be time-consuming which also provides a
risk that certain important parameters are excluded. To prevent this, the authors have modified
the interview guide alongside the development of the theoretical framework and
complementary questions have been asked to respondents when needed.

3.1.2 Qualitative method
The purpose of this study is to investigate how SMEs, in a B2B context, work with brand
management and how this can establish and develop corporate reputation and legitimacy, and
to see how these three constructs affect the process of establishing network relations. A
qualitative method is best suited when conducting research that aims to describe certain
situations, answer the how question, and create new theories that previously didn’t exist
(Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2009; Yin, 2009). Since it upon this day does not exist any
substantial theoretical framework, and the current literature surrounding SME brand
management calls for a deeper and more practical understanding, a qualitative research
method is also appropriate. Further, previous studies conducted have shown that brand
management practices amongst SMEs differs much and no clear strategies can be formulated
on a general population (Krake, 2005; Centeno et al., 2013).
According to Yin (2009) a qualitative method provide advantages such as a data collection
process characterized by high internal validity, nuanced data, transparency, and flexibility. A
qualitative research method will help the authors get a deeper understanding of an unstudied
situation, where they can analyse non numerical factors (Saunders et al., 2009; Yin, 2009).
However also according to Yin (2009) there are also some consequences when choosing a
qualitative research approach. These are a less degree of generalization from conclusions as
the research include limited numbers of respondents, time consuming, and the possibility of
biased information.
The authors have carefully considered these cons when conducting the study, which will be
further explained later on in this chapter. However this study´s aim is not to generalize
already known facts, but to develop the current framework with new data that may be utilized
for future generalization attempts. Also the study aims to answer a how question, which suits
a qualitative method (Saunders et al., 2009; Yin, 2009)
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3.1.3 Case study design
For this study the authors have chosen to conduct the study according to Yins (2009) case
study design. This data collection method have been widely used in the field of management
practices and is regarded to be well suited in studies where the aim is to describe certain
events. A case study design is used when you want to understand real life phenomena in
depth. The purpose of doing a case study is to explain the causal links, cause and effect,
describe interventions between parties, and explain certain topics within an area (Yin, 2009).
The case study design is preferred when the aim is to answers questions like how and why,
when the researcher has little control over events, and when the investigation regards
contemporary phenomena (Ejvegård, 2009). Case studies tries to enlighten decisions, why
they were taken, how they were realized and with what outcomes. These are all arguments
that are in line with what the authors are trying to study in this thesis as the presented purpose
is: how SMEs, in a B2B context, work with brand management and how this can establish and
develop corporate reputation and legitimacy, and to see how these three constructs affect the
process of establishing network relations.

3.1.4 Qualitative interviews
For this study the choice was made to conduct qualitative interviews that was semi-structured.
This choice has been made as the authors believe this practice to suit the study’s purpose most
appropriately as qualitative interviews provide depth and clarity, when answering a how and
why question (Yin, 2009). The alternatives would be questioners or observations, as stated by
Saunders et al. (2009), and as questioners restricts the possibility to collect more thorough
data and observations require more time and experience within the research field, a case study
with qualitative interviews was motivated. This choice is further strengthen by Saunders et
al., (2009) and Yin (2009) who state that the researcher should choose the method that best
compel with the study’s purpose and how the research question have been outlined. The
authors understand that a combination of the three would be the best choice when conducting
this type of study, but as time was a restricted resource this would have not been possible to
conduct. The interviews conducted was further made with Bryman and Bell (2007) and Kvale
and Brinkmann (2009) in mind, such as:





Questions developed from the theoretical framework
Being well prepared
Showing respect to the respondent
Having follow up questions

The semi-structured interviews that the authors conducted can be described as a middle way
between a structured interview, that has prefixed questions, and an open interview, that only
uses open questions. The semi-structures can due to this be used in both situations when
researching areas that are lacking in knowledge, along with areas where much is known
(Eriksson & Wiedersheim-Paul, 2014). Also the data collected can provide depth while
simultaneously be analysed for patterns and deviations, without much difficulty (Ibid). The
authors choice of topic much supports a semi-structured interview approach as it currently
exists a basic and growing theoretical framework, that is lacking in clear substance and
understanding (Abimbola & Kocak, 2007). SME research areas such as corporate reputation,
legitimacy, and network relations are currently sort of well established. However other areas,
such as brand management, developing legitimacy, and how the two constructs interact is still
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a research area waiting to be developed properly. The authors therefore argue that the semiconstructed interview is best suited since it allows the authors to both come prepared with an
interview guide, but also be open minded to new phenomenon’s that hasn’t been studied,
which might provide new insights and increased clarity (Eriksson & Wiedersheim-Paul,
2014).
The authors understand the criticism directed, by Yin (2009), towards open and structured
interviews being: Time consuming (Open), and less flexible (Structured). However the
authors believe that semi-structured interviews gives a solution to each of these cons, by
providing a middle way of being not so time consuming as well as semi-flexible, which is
supported by Yin (2009).

3.2 Literature research
Before conducting a study Saunders (2009) states that the researchers need to possess an
understanding of the research field in order to properly formulate the research question, gap
and purpose but also to highlight the research possibilities that previously have been
overlooked. The literature research that builds the foundation of this study started as soon as
this study was undertaken. By initially reading and collecting scientific articles a knowledge
gap was identified. This knowledge gap presented itself through research made on SMEs,
looking at brand management, corporate reputation, legitimacy, and the process of
establishing network relations. The gap showed that there currently was a lack of theories
explaining how SMEs conduct brand management, as current theories were hard to generalize
while also no theories currently explain how brand management affect legitimacy. Further no
overarching study had previously been conducted upon the four constructs of brand
management, corporate reputation, legitimacy, and network relations. This gap provided both
theoretical, empirical, and practical problems that needed to be solved.
Once the knowledge gap was identified and the research area chosen a targeted literature
review could be conducted. The literature review has been conducted through reading
previous theories, concerning the presented key concepts, in order to develop knowledge in
the research field. According to Bryman and Bell (2007) a literature review is a learning
process as it helps the authors acquire key skills in the writing process which is essential when
conducting a scientific study. In practice the authors present these key skills as a deeper
understanding of the research field, which helps produce relevant research tools, such as an
corresponding interview guide. Further when conducting the analysis it is essential that both a
theoretical and empirical understanding is existent among the authors, which it has been
thanks to the process of conducting this study.
The relevant scientific articles collected through the literature review was found using this
thesis identified keywords. The keywords were chosen based on this thesis purpose and
research question, ending up as: SME, Brand management, Corporate reputation, Legitimacy,
and Network relations. By both combining these or using them as isolated search words in
Google Scholar, Diva, and Summon, the articles of this thesis was found. When collecting the
articles it has been essential to remain critical, by putting certain arguments made in one
article against facts presented in previously read articles. Articles concerning brand
management in larger companies or SMEs conducting business-to-customer activities have
been fully excluded. This has considerably narrowed the number of available articles, but
focused the theoretical framework to provide more depth and validity. Lastly some articles
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have been collected through citations used in other articles, which helped in the process of
only identifying primary sources.
The books that have been used for this study have been acquired from Halmstad University
library, Halmstad City library and Malmö Orkanen library. These have mainly been used in
the methodological chapter to form this study’s research approach and data collection process.
Furthermore, the books have also been used in order to acquire certain definitions of this
thesis key concepts such as corporate branding. Relevant statistics has also been acquired
from websites and reports, such as the European Commission, in order to further describe the
practical problem SME faces, enlighten the subject, and deepen the problem identification,
which helps to describe why it is relevant with a study on SME companies.

3.3 Data collection
As the literature review started to form and near its final form, an interview guide was
formulated. This interview guide was made to mirror much of the identified theory, whilst
also targeting the identified knowledge gap in order to successfully fulfil the purpose of this
study. Once this interview guide was formulated a selection of both SMEs and respondents
was conducted, in order to start the empirical data collection process.
Both primary and secondary data have been collected in this process, in order to efficiently
develop an interesting and productive set of empirical data to utilize in the analysis section of
this study. The primary data was collected through qualitative interviews, while the secondary
data consist of information retrieved via company websites and brochures. The choice of
including both types of data is further strengthened by Eriksson and Wiedersheim-Paul
(2014), and Saunders et al. (2009), who states that there is an advantage of utilizing both
primary and secondary data, as they can control, reject, and verify, eachother. The results are
therefore often more valid when combining these two (Ibid).
The following subtitles will describe the process of operationalizing the theoretical
framework, making the company selection, and finally choosing the respondents.

3.3.1 Operationalization
After enough theoretical research an interview guide (Appendix 4) was formulated, through
the use of an operationalization chart (Appendix 3), which was used to provide the basis for
every qualitative interview conducted. The interview guide has been based on the theoretical
findings in order to cover all aspects that can be relevant for this study. The questions were
structured under different topics from the theoretical framework in order to make it easier for
the authors during the analysis. These were the same for each company being: Brand
management in X, How brand management affects corporate reputation and legitimacy, and
how the three constructs can establish network relations. These choices are supported by
Patel and Davidsson (2011) who states that it is important to collect the right information to
accurately construct an interview guide. The interview guide and operationalization chart
should build upon central concepts that are identified through the literature review, whereas
interview questions are derived from them (Ibid).
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3.3.2 Company Selection
According to Bryman and Bell (2007) it is important for the researchers to describe how and
why the companies have been chosen for the study. According to Yin (2009) when
researchers choose which companies to study they need to create a large number of
candidates. The first step in a multiple case study approach is to collect quantitative data
about the candidates and thereafter establish criteria’s for reducing the number of candidates.
During this paper the authors have used both a convenience and opportunistic sampling. This
means that the authors have chosen companies located closely to them due to lack of time and
also that they chose companies based on the probability that they would give better
information than others. No relevance was given to what industry or daily operations the
company conducted as long as they were focused on the B2B context. This selection was
made before asking them to participate. The authors thoroughly looked through their
webpage, annual reports and other relevant information about the company to get a better
view of the company and to see if it matches the parameters of this study. Companies that
were asked to participate were selected based upon this study’s research question and purpose
in order to get detailed answers.

The companies that have been chosen in this study was picked from the following parameters
1. Small or medium sized companies with between 10-250 employees.
2. Established on at least two international markets (including Sweden).
3. Acting in a Business-to-Business context.
4. Were perceived to employ brand management activities.
5. That the interview can take place close to where the authors operate, proximity to
Halmstad.
By using both the help of personal network relations, and databases such as: allabolag.se,
foretagsfakta.se and bolagsfakta.se, companies that matched our parameters were identified.
Once a company had been chosen contact was made by either email or phone, in order to see
if it was possible to book a date and time for a personal interview. The email contained a short
summary of the purpose of this thesis and an explanation to why the company in question was
relevant to study.
A minimum requirement of five companies was early established among the authors. This
criteria was further developed with a minimum requirement of at least two small-sized, and
two medium-sized companies. These choices were made in order to provide a sample that
could support or neglect stated arguments, and also provide patterns and deviations during the
analysis. Finally the following companies were selected:
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Table 1: Company selection. Our own construction2

Company

Industry
Wholesale trade

Number of
employees
23

Annual Turnover
(MSEK)
52

Alpha
Beta

Wholesale trade

25

32

Charlie

Manufacturing

92

151

Delta

Manufacturing &
Engineering

167

398

Echo

Consultancy and
related activities

159

269

Foxtrot

Wholesale trade

40

119

The reason for this selection of companies was made on the basis on this thesis purpose,
research question and aim. The authors are aware of that further delimitations could be
possible in terms of a specific industry for example. However, the possibility to do cross case
analysis over industries would be missed out and therefore also the chance to do theoretical
propositions. Moreover, the literature review showed, as stated in the introduction chapter,
that there is a need for more development of the central concepts and this cannot be tied to
one specific industry. The companies present in this study has not been chosen because of
their industry but due to their different industries and what information they poses. As stated
by Yin (2009) selecting respondents should be made on the basis of what information they
might poses in terms of answering the research question.
The authors are aware of that it could have been interesting interviewing the opposite side of
the respondents, such as their customers, suppliers or partners. However, due to what that
extension would have meant in terms of time, analysis skills, use of resources, the authors
agreed to not include such data. Even though the authors highlight the essential triangulation
of data that can be made through such a study.

3.3.3 Selection of Respondents
The selection of respondents was made with the study’s purpose in mind. Who, within the
firms, controls the information and knowledge of our research question? This approach is
strengthened by (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009). The aim has been to find respondents that
explains how the organization currently work with brand management, how these practices
can establish and develop corporate reputation and legitimacy, and how these three constructs
affect the process of establishing network relations. As previous research highlights the fact
that SME brand management is a top managerial task (Centeno et al., 2013; Krake, 2005;
Wong & Merrilees, 2005), the respondents for this study has all been either CEOs, marketing
managers, or designated brand managers, and they have all replied that they have the outmost
responsibility for this question, being the brand manager. All of the respondents that

2

The data illustrated in Table 1 has been collected while conducting the interviews, with the company
respondents.
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participated in this study wanted to be left anonymous, and therefore fictive names have been
chosen for each respondent. The following respondents participated in this study:
Table 2: Position of the chosen respondents. Our own construction

Company

Position

Fictive name3

Date

Alpha

CEO

Adam

25/3 10:00

Beta

Marketing Manager

Bea

27/2 10:00

Charlie

CEO

Caiden

8/4 13:00

Delta

CEO

Daniel

7/4 11:00

Echo

Brand Manager

Ewa

5/5 10:00

Foxtrot

CEO

Farrell

6/5 12:00

Although all of the respondents corresponds with the study´s purpose, the authors are aware
that additional respondents, which were affected by the current brand management practices,
would be beneficial for this study´s results. By combining both managers with other related
practitioners within the firm, the information could be legitimized by additional sources.

3.4 Data analysis
The data analysis has been based upon the presented analytical model (see chapter 2.4) and
the qualitative interviews presented in the empirical chapter. These interviews contain
information about how the companies conduct brand management, how these practices may
affect legitimacy and corporate reputation, and how these three constructs affect the process
of establishing network relations.
The primary data has been collected through semi-constructed interviews with six brand
managers at different companies. This provided a sample that was used for both singular and
cross-case analysis, helping create arguments through patterns and deviations within the
sample. According to Yin (2009) data from multiple-case studies are seen as being more
compelling and the general outcome of the study to be more robust. Multiple-cases allow the
authors to do cross-case analysis, find externalities, make comparisons and see differences.
The different cases can also control each other, confirm or reject theories and they are
generalizable to theoretical propositions. Another benefit is also that they decrease the risk of
misinterpretations (Yin, 2009).
To secure the data analysis all interviews have been recorded and transcript word by word.
This has been done because it makes it possible to analyse the data several times. However,
since the interviews were conducted on Swedish, the citations cannot be guaranteed to be
fully accurate. The authors have tried to give a fair translation by using English-Swedish
lexicons (Norsteds, 2010). Furthermore, the transcriptions also contribute to the possibility to
reconstruct the thesis and therefore also securing the quality of the paper. There are some
downsides by recording the interviews according to Bryman and Bell (2007) such as the
3

These are names that are fictive in order to support the anonymity of the respondents.
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respondents might not tell truth and be more cautious of what they say. To minimize this risk,
the authors have offered all companies to be anonymous and given a new name. The authors
will therefore not present any company names, costumer names, slogans or other possible
ways of identify the companies that participate in this study.
The analysis started out after the interviews had been conducted through the transcript. There
after each interview was analysed individually, information was sorted out and catalogued
after our key concepts presented in the introduction; Brand Management, Corporate
reputation, Legitimacy, and Network Relations. This processes included formulating the main
themes presented in the empirical chapter being: How brand management is conducted in X,
How brand management affects corporate reputation and legitimacy, How the three
constructs can establish network relations central benefits with brand management, and
establishing network relations, and cataloguing the relevant information, found in the
transcripts, under each headline. The authors did this in order to make it easier for the
comparisons and in-depth analysis to be conducted, as relevant information was more easily
identified and sorted (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009). Yin (2009) argues that when analysing case
studies it is important to examine, categorizing and tabulate. Furthermore, a good analysis
should consist of; addressing all evidence not excluding rivalry explanations, address all
major rival interpretations and analyse the most significant part of the case study. The analysis
started out with comparisons and differences, finding patterns and extremes. Moreover, the
authors compared the results to the theoretical framework before conducting a thorough
investigation to identify key aspects to consider when SME companies develop a brand
strategy.
The analysis resulted in the development of new theoretical material such as the differences
identified between small-sized SMEs, and medium-sized ones. These differences were
observed as significant due to differences in brand orientation, brand planning, and the
number of activities employed by each company. Medium-sized companies were identified as
higher oriented, employing a more planned approach with multiple activities present, while
smaller-sized companies were identified as oriented with a spontaneous approach, and few
brand management activities present. In order to identify the differences in brand orientation
and planning questions using a likert scale of 1-5 was utilized (see Appendix 4. Question 1
and 21). Further also a new model was developed in order to illustrate the relationship found
between the four constructs of brand management, corporate reputation, legitimacy, and
network relations. These relationships were found parallel to the study, by using the interview
guide (see Appendix 4), in order to map and identify how the three constructs of brand
management, corporate reputation, and legitimacy, affect the process of establishing network
relations. Both of these findings are suggested to be utilized for future scientific studies, and
act as a basis for the practical guidelines presented in Chapter 6.

3.6 Generalization
The generalization rate of qualitative studies should not be compared to the generalization rate
of quantitative studies. According to Bryman and Bell (2007) it is impossible to show a
statistical generalization due to the small number of respondents. In order for a statistical
result to be valid the researchers need to compare a larger number that can be said to represent
a population. However, as expressed by Saunders et al., (2009) researchers can try to create a
better platform for generalization by demonstrating that the study’s findings can relate to
existing theories. Moreover, in areas where new data has presented it is also possible to show
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and propose new theoretical propositions that can be generalized to a broader population (Yin,
2009). In this study the authors have identified two different approaches towards brand
management, Adhoc and Planned approach it has also been showed that there exist a
strong link between Brand Management, Legitimacy, Corporate Reputation, Network
Relations and the success rate of the company. These are two approaches they have not
been presented before and the linkages between our key concepts have never been compared
in this way. The new concepts of this study show that it is possible to generalize this study’s
findings towards other contexts and circumstances. According to Yin (2009) it is possible for
researchers to show analytical generalizations in case studies. However, it is required that the
researchers presents a thorough picture of the studied area in order to provide enough material
for the reader to self-judge the generalizability rate of the study and determine how much the
study’s findings that can be related to other contexts.
For this study the authors have conducted a multiple case-study, consisting of six semiconstructed interviews building the foundation of the six empirical cases. This was done with
the aim to compare the results between each case and relate the results to existing theories,
which helped provide similarities, patterns, and externalities, between the cases and previous
theory. More information regarding this choice can be found in chapter 3.1.3 Case study
design.
In order to create a better platform for generalization the authors have aimed to study patterns
between in the analysis in order to develop models that may be used for future quantitative
studies. The result of this analysis is both the model presented in chapter 5.4.1, and the table
presented in 5.4.2. The information provided in these provide a basis of a more generalized
study, as the approaches identified in 5.4.2 are built from likert scale questions which may be
tried in a quantitative study. However further studies are needed in order to draw generalized
conclusions. Also a theoretical analysis has been conducted in order to both develop and
strengthen current and new theoretical arguments, providing facts that may be generalized
upon a broader mass. This is supported by Saunders et al. (2009) who argues that qualitative
studies may reconnect to previous research in order to provide arguments for generalization.

3.5 Criticism of the Sources
In the theoretical chapter the authors have used published scientific papers, appropriate
literature as well as relevant information and statistics published by trustworthy organizations
such as The European Commission. The authors have constantly valued the need and
appropriateness of a reference and references that not have been published have been left out.
One strength worth mentioning is that the scientific papers all have been published in
scientific journals such as Journal of Business Research, The academy of management review
and Journal of International Business Studies. This results in a high probability that the
papers that have been used will be credible. By using trustworthy references the researches
can also secure the quality of the paper (Ejvegård, 2009). Furthermore, has also the primary
source been used in all cases. By reading scientific papers and use the citations, the authors
have tried to analyse the reading material to prevent misleading statements from others. This
contributes further to the quality and trustworthiness (Ibid).
The books used for this study have primarily been used as sources of definitions and as a basis
for the methodology chapter. Generally the presented theoretical research is built upon
scientific articles and it is only when these refer to books that the authors have looked into
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these. Primarily this information has been focused upon finding definitions, but on rare
occasions it could also include information regarding different phenomenon’s concerning the
authors’ research. The information presented in these books have been critically analysed and
found to present valid facts that could be found in other scientific articles.
In order for the authors to secure the quality of this paper much time has been spent to find
proper and relevant information. The researchers has to analyse the authenticity, tendency as
well has when a source was published and how long time there was between the information
was collected and the event took place (Alvesson & Sköldberg, 2008). In the selection of
material the authors have used some of the criteria’s from Eriksson and Wiedersheim-Paul
(2014) in order to maintain a mind-set that is appropriate when analysing theoretical research.
This include the fact that when using secondary data the authors have analysed if the source is
valid in terms of measuring what it set out to measure, relevant concerning the study’s
research question and reliable in regards to no systematic errors. This has been made through
checking number of citations and how many different citations there is in the paper, going
back to original sources, have the right citation been used and does that citation say what the
source says.
The authors have tried to grasp the research frontier in each area by using the latest updates.
New sources can be argued to hold the latest truths (Ejvegård, 2009). In order to also maintain
a critical mind-set the authors have made sure to double check the information provided
towards other sources that have already been acquired. However it is important to also state
that the research field concerning brand management among SMEs still is a growing and
young research field. The current literature therefore often contradicts itself as new
phenomenon are often found. The authors therefore makes sure to maintain a critical mind-set
to both earlier research but also its own empirical study, as current knowledge might be
lacking in this research field.
The authors have also used classical theories in combination with new theories to explain
certain things more in-depth. Classical theories such as Barney (1991) or Porter (1985)
sometimes expresses things that somehow are taken for granted in newer theories or that
newer papers refer to the classical work, therefor you can argue that the old paper still is
actively affecting and describing the reality in present time.
When conducting the qualitative interviews follow up question were asked, when the
respondents didn’t go fully into detail on certain questions. This was made in an effort to
provide information that describes phenomenon’s with depth. This choice and approach is
further supported by Kvale and Brinkmann (2009) who states that qualitative interviews are
best suited for studies whose aim is to go in depth, describe and seek new information but it is
essential that the researchers modify the study to suit its purpose and needs.

3.7 Validity and Reliability
For the researchers to protect and secure the findings it is important that they discuss the
meaning of the paper, how it has been conducted and why certain methodological choices
were made (Patel & Davidsson, 2011). This is in line with both research ethics as well as
securing the quality for future readers to self decide the trustworthiness, validity and
reliability of the study (Saunders et al., 2009; Patel & Davidsson, 2011). The authors are
aware that the companies in this study has been selected due to what information they may
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possess, which in some minds can be seen as bias, but the information given has not been
selectively chosen (Yin, 2009; Bryman & Bell, 2007). To construct internal validity in case
studies Yin (2009) argues that it is important to use different sources of evidence, do pattern
matching, explanation building, address rival explanations and use logic models. A thorough
analysis has taken place where the goal has been to compare, do pattern matching and explain
the brand management concept. Furthermore the authors have tried to address new guidelines
and maintained the critical mind to seek other explanations.

3.7.1 Validity
The validity’s purpose is to determine the relevance of the conducted study and can be
divided into two main areas, internal and external validity (Bryman & Bell, 2007; Eriksson &
Wiedersheim-Paul, 2014). Internal validity indicates if the researchers have measured what
they set out to measure. The purpose of this study is to investigate how SMEs conduct brand
management, how brand management can establish and develop corporate reputation and
legitimacy, and how these three constructs affect the process of establishing network
relations. Therefore the authors have interviewed six companies established on at least one
international market according to the pre-set in chapter 3.3.2. The authors are aware of the
fact that there exist plenty of companies established abroad with different approaches towards
brand management, but the companies that participate in this study have all contributed with
insightful information. The accessibility in terms of distance has also affected the choice of
respondents. When taking distance, accessibility, and what information they might possess
into account, the authors choose these to be most relevant for this study. The authors believe
that this thesis holds high intern validity due to different sources of evidence such as six
different case studies, which will be compared. The quality, validity, understandings and
insights of the paper is not dependent on the amount of respondents, it is more dependent
upon how the data is collected and analysed (Saunders et al., 2009). The authors have made
sure to possess a sufficient theoretical understanding of the research field before conducting
any interviews, which helped formulate an appropriate interview guide. Further the interviews
were recorded in order to produce a transcript. The authors have both helped in the process of
cataloguing and sorting the relevant material to use in the empirical chapter, in order to
produce a great foundation for the coming analysis. When conducting the analysis the authors
have made sure to break up the chapter into multiple steps that isolate certain areas, in order
to analyse both the empirical cases and the theoretical framework more in depth. This whole
process have been conducted in order to produce a material that have an accepted level of
validity and quality. However the research presented in this study should be looked upon with
a critical mind-set as shortcomings are most likely existent due to the authors’ subjective
nature.
External validity refers to if the study’s result is applicable to other context, or as the degree
of generalisation to a broader population (Bryman & Bell, 2007; Patel & Davidsson, 2011).
Qualitative studies can be criticised for having a lower degree of generalisation since it only
observes few units. However, the aim of this study has never been to show a statistical result,
our aim has been to continue the development of the central concepts and provide practical
guidelines to SME management.
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3.7.2 Reliability
Reliability refers to the trustworthiness and possibility for another researcher to reconstruct a
studies result (Bryman & Bell, 2007). During the thesis the authors’ task have been to mirror
previous research in the most objectively and neutral way possibly. At the same time the
authors have been required to critically analyse theories in order to develop the interview
guide by which the authors have collected their empirical data. Furthermore, the interview
respondents is seen as subjective individuals, even if they have a will of telling the truth,
being neutral and informative, it should be taking into account that they sometimes might
leave information out or that they do not possess the knowledge of a particular question
(Bryman & Bell, 2007; Saunders et al., 2009).
Since the brand management process is a living operation within the companies and
continuously develops this can create reconstruction problems for the next author that tries to
recreate the study. This is something that the authors have to be aware of when conducting the
analysis and conclusions. Moreover, as the study is drawn out from a qualitative perspective
the authors possess little chance to make control testing. However, the authors have had the
chance to contact the respondents and ask complementary questions in cases where little or no
information where given the first time or when new theories arise after the interview was
conducted.
In order to maintain a high level of reliability the authors have throughout this chapter
explained and argued for the choices that have been made. Additionally, the authors have also
taped all interviews and thereafter transcripted them, all this have been done to be given the
possibility to reconstruct the study and to avoid as much bias as possibly.

3.8 Ethical Considerations
The first step of ethical considerations is to explain how and why the methodological choices
have been made throughout the thesis (Saunders et al., 2009). In order to follow a good
scientific ethic approach the authors have, during the writing process constantly been arguing
for the decisions that have been made. The authors have explained why they have been made
and how they have affected the working processes. This has been done because the authors
want to clarify how the study has been handled; it is also a way of securing the quality of the
paper so that future researchers or managers can double-check the validity of the study.
Furthermore, it contributes to the reconstruction of this study using the same method.
Companies and especially the respondents may sometimes express personal thoughts or
company secrets that must not be published. In this study personal interviews have been used
and according to Bryman and Bell (2007) the authors have to be aware and respect the
respondent’s privacy and right to be correctly interpreted. During the data sampling the
authors have tried to remain an objective mind. This was handled through recording the
interviews, which enables the authors to transcribe the interviews, analyse the material in a
calm way to prevent bias and present correctly interpreted information to sustain an objective
mind. Additionally, the respondents have been informed of the subject and have had a chance
to ask questions before the interview took place to prevent any misunderstandings. All
respondents have, by the authors, been presented anonymous in order to secure their privacy
and right to speak freely during the interviews, this goes for both the respondent and for the
company the respondent represent. According to the authors this has also lead to more open
answers and deeper discussions (Saunders et al., 2009).
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4. Empirical findings
This chapter presents our empirical findings that were retrieved through our semi-structured
interviews with different CEOs and marketing managers. Six different cases are presented
which range between small and medium –sized companies, with different results. Main focus
is to explain how the different companies work with brand management activities, how these
activities can develop corporate reputation and legitimacy, and how these factors affect the
process of establishing network relations on new markets.
Table 3: Summary of respondent information. Our own construction

Company

Position

Fictive name4

Alpha

CEO

Adam

Beta

Marketing Manager

Beatrice

Charlie

CEO

Caiden

Delta

CEO

Daniel

Echo

Brand Manager

Eve

Foxtrot

CEO

Farrell

4.1 Alpha
Alpha is a small-sized firm that operates in a manufacturing industry. The main stakeholders
of interests are customers and employees. Alpha have an established sales presence on the
Scandinavian markets and also owns a sales subsidiary in China. Brand management is not a
highly focused area (3) and conducted with a low amount of planning (2). Brand
management is primarily conducted in order to establish a corporate culture that helps Alpha
in its goal to always secure high quality results, in all of their customer interactions.

4.1.1 How brand management is conducted in Alpha
Brand management activities are solely handled by the CEO. According to Alpha the main
limitations that affect brand management activities are time, budget, and knowledge, which
primarily builds upon a low brand orientation were they hardly prioritize this area at all.
Although the organization recognizes the value in the practice and want to start developing
the practice more, it just isn’t prioritized due to resource limitations. The main brand
management activities that Alpha employs are through their sales activities with customers,
visiting trade fairs, weekly communications through newsletter subscriptions, and the
company website.

4

These are names that are fictive in order to support the anonymity of the respondents.
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According to the respondent Alpha needs to develop a brand strategy in order to more
productively work with brand management. This mainly because the brand management
activities needs to be both implemented but primarily also followed up. Currently due to time
limitations and a lack of interest among top management and ownership brand management
isn’t being implemented to a significant extent, but more utilized as an isolated initiative
every now and then. These initiatives are present during trade fairs or on the company
website.
But Alpha works extensively with securing high quality results in all of their work
assignments. They follow this up by continuously working with questionnaires and personal
communications, in order to help secure a positive corporate reputation characterized by
competence, commitment, and a highly professional industry partner. This is also done in
order to legitimize the current value offering and enables Alpha to secure current margins.
The communication of the corporate reputation and legitimate profile amongst stakeholders is
again only present through daily sales activities, visiting trade fairs, communications through
newsletter subscriptions, and the company website. Other activities is perceived as
complicated and problematic. According to Alpha problems arise when developing an
overarching brand identity due to the different business areas the organization operates in.
Instead the main focus for the organization is to secure valuable outcomes in every interaction
with stakeholders, in order to develop a positive corporate reputation as this is essential for a
long-term survival. Once a positive corporate reputation is established Alpha believes this can
work as a platform for building a strong brand, but consider this a long-term process which
isn’t a main focus at the moment.
“Our challenges comes from having different business areas were we have to customize our
brand management approach to the different customers… It is hard to create a coherent
picture and it is a lot of work… The process of brand management is continuous and demands
a lot of resources… You have to live with your brand” (Adam, personal communication,
March 25, 2015)

4.1.2 How brand management affects corporate reputation and legitimacy
In order to establish and develop a positive corporate reputation Alpha understands that brand
management may play an essential role, in developing a corporate identity. According to
Alpha it is crucial that every member of the organization have a clear understanding of what
is the soul of the company, what are the customers’ expectations, and how are the members of
the organization expected to act when interacting with external stakeholders. This
understanding has recently spurred new initiatives such as a sales trainee program for younger
talents, recurring sales training for employees, team-building activities in order to develop a
common culture among the members of the organization, and the hiring of external brand
consultants in order to develop a graphical profile.
However even though core values are being communicated to all members of the organization
this is not something that is communicated externally, except indirectly through sales
activities and their website. Just recently Alpha hired a consultant in order to develop a more
attractive and interactive website, which tells the story of how the company came to be, what
it stands for, and what its value offerings are. This initiative have been looked upon as
positive for the organization, which sort of spurs future endeavors in the area of brand
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management. Therefore towards the future Alpha can see benefits with communicating their
current brand image in order to develop corporate reputation and legitimacy, as it is seen as an
efficient way of establishing a market presence.
We often perform above expectations and this is perhaps something we should communicate
more frequently” (Adam, personal communications, March 25, 2015)

4.1.3 How the three constructs can establish network relations
A positive corporate reputation and legitimacy is perceived as essential in order to develop
existing and future network relations. According to Alpha their current corporate reputation
helps them create recurring sales, references, and recommendations among existing and
potential stakeholders. Further when interacting with large stakeholder clients, corporate
reputation, history of success, and legitimacy are core factors in order to gain access to longterm relationships.
“As we secure high quality results with certain customers, we attract new stakeholders… as
we legitimize a certain standard of performance” (Adam, personal communication, March
25, 2015)
Alphas website is currently used in order to communicate aspects that help develop the firm´s
legitimacy. One such important aspect is Alphas ethical policies regarding caring for the
environment and labor force. By actively communicating these policies Alpha hope to
establish a legitimate profile as a socially caring and responsible organization.
In China Alpha is currently struggling with market penetration as their presence and corporate
reputation isn’t properly established, and historical factors such as legitimacy and corporate
reputation is even more important in this market. According Alpha the organization may work
with business procurements in order to more effectively penetrate the Chinese market as this
will give them an already established corporate reputation which when developed, through
successful business interactions, would create a potentially attractive business partner. Alpha
believes that this approach could be better suited then working with brand management, but
the organization suggests that a brand image could potentially be developed and
communicated once the corporate reputation and legitimacy is established.
Alpha works heavily with establishing long-term relationships with their different
stakeholders. Although these are characterized as business relationships, more personal
aspects often exist. According to Alpha many of their relationships are characterized as
performing above expectations and developing great outcomes through high commitment.
This creates a depth in relationships as the stakeholders trust each other and forgives mistakes.
This in turn is lifted as a great way of dealing with negative corporate reputation.
“We always commit to our customers which creates strong relationships. Trust is always
apparent and we often overlook single mistakes.... This helps preserve and protect our
corporate reputation” (Adam, personal communication, March 25, 2015)
For the future Alpha will continue its mission of delivering high quality outcomes for all
stakeholders, through a service-minded and professional sales approach, in order to develop a
positive corporate reputation and legitimate market profile. International expansion and
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increased market penetration are also current visions, and Alphas current strategy suggests
working with business procurements, references and recommendations, in order to achieve
this. Brand management practices will be focused upon internal communication in order to
develop a coherent corporate identity, which is too be utilized externally through stakeholder
interactions such as sales and customer visits. Brand management may potentially become an
area of interest for Alpha once a positive corporate reputation, and a legitimate profile, is
established and management sees the potential and benefit of the practice. Brand management
may then focus on communicating an attractive brand image through new channels, with the
purpose of developing brand awareness amongst current and potential market stakeholders.

4.2 Beta
Beta is a small sized firm that operates within the wholesale industry. It is working within a
young business sector that is very dependent on corporate reputation when conducting day to
day business. The most important stakeholders for Beta is related to logistics and sales. Today
Beta stands challenged by a new generation of competitors that utilize direct trade with China
without a middle-man organization. For Beta brand orientation is high (4) as it stands to be an
essential activity in the process of developing a unique brand identity, which strengthens their
value offerings. Brand planning is currently very low (2) as brand management is constrained
by limited resources such as budget, time, and knowledge.

4.2.1 How brand management is conducted in Beta
In Beta brand management has been traditionally conducted by the entrepreneur were the
culture and brand has been personified. However recently their increased focus on developing
a unique brand identity has resulted in a delegated responsibility for brand management
within the organization.
”It isn’t just a product we are selling, which is obvious for us. It is a service that is
characterized by reliability and great logistics which is our core offering. However this needs
to be understood clearly by all of our employees, which is not always so easy to achieve”
(Beatrice, personal communication, March 5, 2015)
Today the focus is formulating a clear brand strategy that is easily spread throughout the
organization. It is important that employees understand the purpose, uniqueness, and the
different value offerings, of the company. Beta is providing a service and it is crucial that
every member of the organization understands this service in order to communicate its values
properly towards interested stakeholders. The established characteristics associated with Beta
is: reliability, flexibility, quality, and socially responsible. According to Beta these
characteristics are the main focus when conducting sales or networking with stakeholders.
Unfortunately the majority of their customers don’t care about these characteristics as for
them price and product is all that matters. It is only the professional big firms that demand
Betas characteristics. Identifying these stakeholders and strategically working towards them is
therefore a main focus for the future.
“A lot of our customers don’t care about anything else then price and product. However a
select few, namely professionals and large businesses, demand our brand characteristics.
Identifying these customers and strategically working towards them is something I believe in,
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in order to secure a future survival for our business.” (Beatrice, personal communication,
March 5, 2015)
To establish their brand Beta employs traditional communication practices such as: visiting
trade fairs, communicating by mail, and participating in related industry forums. Beta doesn’t
work a lot with customer visits or advertising, and this is primarily because Beta needs to
communicate quality and competence in every activity they perform. As they have a lack of
understanding in advertisement they don’t utilize this channel very often. The process of
nurturing and developing their brand identity is done by listening to their customers and
stakeholders, and responding both reactively and proactively to their needs and demands. This
is primarily done by the different employees within the organization that always tries their
best to represent the organization when meeting stakeholders, which makes corporate
branding practices crucial in this process.
“One of our sellers came back after a customer meeting. The company had been furious and
wanted to end our relationship… They later changed this decision as they were impressed by
the dedication and performance shown by the same seller” (Beatrice, personal
communication, March 5, 2015)
The reason for this is because the employees of the organization needs to have a coherent
understanding regarding the soul of the company. As the employees often interact with
external stakeholders the brand identity, as perceived by stakeholders, is very much dependent
on the members of Beta.

4.2.2 How brand management affects corporate reputation and legitimacy
Brand management is seen as central in the process of developing corporate reputation and
legitimacy, as it can communicate the core aspects of Beta as an organization. Through this
communication an image is established, and by performing in accordance of this image,
corporate reputation and legitimacy is established.
Utilizing a corporate branding approach, Beta stands to develop and educate their members in
important aspects such as values, norms, missions, and the purpose of the organization.
Further corporate branding also helps the employees understand the needs and expectations
that exist among stakeholders. This understanding in turn helps develop knowledgeable
employees that effectively can spread and develop a strong brand identity among stakeholders
through different forms of interactions. One currently big engagement include being among
the first in the industry to develop and push for proper CSR activities. This has helped Beta
niche its business in a bit as it clearly stands out from the competition.
By doing this successfully Beta stand to establish a brand image that attracts new
stakeholders, through a short term corporate reputation. At this point it is essential that the
employees are well educated in the above named important aspect in order to increase the
chances of successful stakeholder interaction that can help Beta both develop and establish a
more long term corporate reputation, and legitimate profile.
“It is very important that we clearly can legitimize our higher prices and perform in
accordance, and it is exactly these values we need to communicate” (Beatrice, personal
communication, March 5, 2015)
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4.2.3 How the three constructs can establish network relations
A legitimate positive corporate reputation is one of the most essential and important resources
a firm can have within Betas industry, as a negative corporate reputation will damage, end, or
even block, relations over a long period of time, while a positive corporate reputation will
attract, create, and develop, long-term relationships among stakeholders. The relationships
Beta establish are often long-term business relationships. Personal relationships exists to some
degree, but in the end partner organization mainly focuses on maximizing value for each
other. A personal relationship can be seen as sluggish and affect flexibility, which is an
important factor in order to always maintain the best prices and value offerings.
Although price and product currently seems to be the most effective ways of attracting new
customers, it doesn’t provide any solid ground for the company to stand on. If Beta fails to
deliver on its promises, it may risk being left out and blocked by both current and future
stakeholders. This stands as a fact even though Beta may provide the best alternative price
wise. Due to this, and factors that hinders the organization from maintaining low prices, Beta
is focused upon securing more solid ground through serious stakeholder relationships. In
order to secure these a legitimate positive and attractive corporate reputation is essential. Beta
both needs to convey an attractive value offering that legitimize its higher prices, and deliver
on this value offering.
Therefore Beta in the future needs to effectively establish and communicate a brand identity
that legitimize its value offerings towards the right stakeholders. If able to succeed at this the
firm hopes to properly niche its business over the coming years, primarily focusing on large
and professional customers that demand Betas unique value offering. All in all brand
management is seen as central for establishing future survival within the industry through a
more effective way of establishing corporate reputation, and the practice is therefore receiving
more and more attention.
“In the future I hope that we are famous for what we want to be famous for, a specialist. A
clear and simplified brand strategy can help us get there” (Beatrice, personal communication,
March 5, 2015)

4.3 Charlie
Charlie is a medium-sized firm operating in a manufacturing industry. Charlie has multiple
sales subsidiaries present on large markets such the US, and Europe, with the primary
stakeholders of interest being customers and employees. As Charlie recently was procured by
another firm, current brand management practices are focused upon implementing a new
brand identity. This is currently seen as a top priority practice, resulting in a high brand
orientation (4), and much brand planning (4)

4.3.1 How brand management is conducted in Charlie
As the Charlie was recently procured by another firm, the main brand management practices
has been focused upon rebranding the current organization. This decision was made due to the
procurer having a global brand that is much stronger, which benefits Charlie with increased
legitimacy and corporate reputation among stakeholders internationally. The process has
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however been met with many challenges as it currently exist some internal resistance among
members of the organization. Further the processes is very extensive as Charlie needs to
implement a whole new corporate identity. This include changing both small details such as
business cards and email addresses, and large details such as corporate culture and company
design. Corporate branding is therefore an essential practice in order to both establish a
corporate identity, and communicate a new corporate image among current and potential
stakeholders.
This process is currently being supported by the corporate group that Charlie is a part of. This
has benefitted Charlie with a large amount of resources which currently makes brand
management practices easier to conduct. No resource limitations were stated to exist and the
processes of rebranding the organization is made to be as smooth and exciting as possible. In
order to decrease resistance towards the new corporate identity Charlie conducts activities
such as, frequent travels to the new parent company headquarters, weekly training sessions of
the new corporate culture, and frequent communication of the values associated with the
recent procurement. The process of establishing an internal brand image is seen as even
harder than establishing an external one, which puts brand management as a top priority
within the organization.
Primary channels of brand management communication is done through: visiting trade fairs
and customers, the company website, newsletters, and social media. The main purpose of the
brand management, besides rebranding, is to create awareness, and knowledge, of Charlie´s
value offerings among stakeholders. It is not only focused upon communicating an
availability of the products, but also to provide a service that educates stakeholders in how
this product is utilized and acquired. This is a main focus within the industry as currently
many potential stakeholders have no idea that these products and services exist in the way that
it does. Brand management is therefore utilized in order to spread awareness, which helps
grow the current market segments. Once stakeholders have an understanding of the existing
value offerings Charlie communicates a brand image characterised by quality, simplicity, and
service, in order to attract new stakeholders.
”We have to educate our customers in order to make them understand how to sell our
products… If they don’t understand what we are producing, we won´t sell anything. This is
therefore an essential part of our external communication” (Caiden, personal communication,
April 1, 2015)
“You can say that our entire product area is very much unheard of… This creates a large task
for us where we need to spread awareness in order to grow our market segments… lack of
knowledge is our greatest enemy.” (Caiden, personal communication, April 1, 2015)

4.3.2 How brand management affects corporate reputation and legitimacy
Brand management can, according to Charlie, help establish and develop corporate reputation.
This is primarily done by communicating aspects that define the organization among
stakeholders in order to attract these. For Charlie this is done through social media, and
personal sales, with great results, as communication has in some situations directly led to new
stakeholders finding interest towards the organization. However in order to develop a positive
long-term corporate reputation, and establish legitimacy, Charlie is always needed to perform
in accordance to its communicated value offerings. Charlie states that otherwise if the
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organization doesn’t legitimize its communicated image, it risk damaging the current
corporate reputation and legitimacy.
“It is all very psychological and it is essential that we can perform in accordance of our
expectation… A great product is also crucial in this process” (Caiden, personal
communication, April 1, 2015)
According to Charlie brand management can also help develop legitimacy as it can
communicate aspects that are sources of legitimacy. An example of this is the communication
of different certifications that the organization has acquired. As Charlie´s industry is
characterized by heavy regulations it is crucial that organizations can meet certain standards.
By utilizing brand management and channels such as websites and social media Charlie can
efficiently communicate a brand identity that possess a multiple of essential certifications that
are needed to even conduct business in the current industry. Through this communication a
legitimate profile is established, which in turn greatly affects stakeholder interaction.

4.3.3 How the three constructs can establish network relations
Corporate reputation is seen as an essential resource in order to attract and retain current and
potential stakeholders, which is crucial on Charlie’s markets as they are characterized by
heavy competition. As relationship-building currently is a primary focus within the industry,
in order to develop long-term and stabile business networks, a great corporate reputation is
crucial. Charlie dedicates much efforts into always performing in accordance to its value
offerings as this essential in order to establishing a positive corporate reputation. Corporate
reputation is further stated as an essential resource as many of Charlie´s customers possess
large network relations with whole groups of stakeholders. Due to this Charlie is given the
benefit of a much larger network of stakeholders by just attracting one. Again a strong brand
is central in this process, as it is often associated with a certain corporate reputation and
legitimacy.
“You always want to serve all customers all the time, but that’s impossible for everyone. You
have to pick your fights and dedicate your efforts to these” (Caiden, personal communication,
April 1, 2015)
Legitimacy is also crucial as it determines the attitude a certain market have towards the
organization. Charlie operates on a heavy regulated market which demands numerous
certifications in order to successfully interact with valuable stakeholders. By both acquiring
these and also actively communicating them Charlie establishes a legitimate profile that
enables business opportunities. These are often communicated through the company website
alongside other important aspects such as the company values of “caring for the society”. This
is communicated in order to establish a legitimate profile of being a caring organization that
benefits its societies with valuable and important services.
Further Charlie tries to utilize their legitimacy in a strategic fashion by picking fights they
know they can win. According to Charlie the organization doesn’t try to attract every
stakeholder, but instead focuses upon a specific set of stakeholders and dedicate efforts into
gaining these. By doing this Charlie can always secure their ability to produce value in
accordance to their expectations, which helps maintain and develop legitimacy. Also
legitimacy is not only a needed resource externally in order to gain access to stakeholders, but
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also crucial during internal brand management communication. Trust is essential in order to
create followers that embrace the new brand identity that Charlie is currently implementing.
“We can point out discussions on social media that have directly resulted in new product
orders” (Caiden, personal communication, April 1, 2015)
Towards the future Charlie believes that their current market will grow, as a result from
increased awareness and knowledge among new stakeholders. Brand management is seen as
an essential tool in order to establish this awareness, and also attract the new stakeholders.
Charlie will continue to dedicate their efforts upon legitimizing their value offerings in order
to develop corporate reputation and legitimacy. This is due to corporate reputation and
legitimacy being essential resources in the quest for establishing, a strong and long-term,
market presence.
“…we have to become better at providing services and building relationships as this will take
us a long way” (Caiden, personal communication, April 1, 2015)

4.4 Delta
Delta is a Swedish medium –sized firm that operates within manufacturing and engineering
industries. The main stakeholders are customers and suppliers. For almost a decade Delta has
employed a high brand orientation (5) combined with a high share of brand planning (5).
Brand management is primarily utilized in order to establish an internal and external brand
image which is essential in order to support future growth.

4.4.1 How brand management is conducted in Delta
“Our brand management focus is extensive started already as a small firm with a turnover
between 60-70 million SEK” (Daniel, personal communication, March 31, 2015)
According to Delta brand management is today one of their most prioritized focus areas, a
practice that started 10 years after start-up, with a then turnover of approximately 60million
SEK. In the beginning Delta had no intention of being an industry leader, but instead wanted
to provide an alternative to the main competition. However once a directive was passed in the
EU Deltas value offering became one of the top choices within the industry.
“An important partner for us was XX that runs company XX, also with a PR firm backing
her… She has been with us the whole time and supported our brand building” (Daniel,
personal communication, March 31, 2015)
Today Delta employs multiple marketing teams, marketing consultants, and marketing
managers, a practice first introduced by a marketing consultant currently positioned as a
director in the board of Delta. The substance of their brand identity is consistent in every
region, only the practices to communicate it differs. The main reasons why brand
management is prioritized is because it helps create recognition, corporate reputation, develop
a legitimate profile, and an attractive and professional company image. In many cases brand
management even helps deliver a brand image that conveys the organization as more
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professional and larger than it currently is. Due to the high brand orientation were the
organization place brand management as a primary focus, no limitations are really identified.
The brand identity builds upon three characteristics, speed, accuracy, and safety. Deltas
customers need to feel that they are being provided a product and service that is reliable, the
fastest alternative, smooth, and easy to use. It is delivered both fast but also with great
precision minimizing errors in the process of production, to installation and usage.
“We almost dedicate as much time and money on brand management as we do in our product
development. Perhaps a bit much, but in some way we feel that it pays off” (Daniel, personal
communication, March 31, 2015)
In order to communicate their brand identity Delta utilize multiple channels of
communication. These include: Visiting trade fairs, press releases, frequent customer visits,
using social media, sponsoring sport clubs, and also distributing their own global newspaper
that is translated into forty different languages. Delta have seven established sales ventures
that are spread around globally, in order to effectively reach every attractive region and
country. Further every employee has to undergo extensive training to properly represent the
company. According to Delta this is crucial in order to provide a fast and accurate service.
This is a part of their corporate branding strategy, where they employ practices such as a clear
code of ethics and conduct, a history of success online document, policies defining our
regulations, a graphical profile of black and yellow, and a clear vision, purpose and goal for
every employee to be a part of.
“…the purpose is that this will make every employee able to take the right decision which will
create speed… We skip having useless middle managers, but instead educate our employees
in what our mission is, our business idea, and our customers’ expectations.” (Daniel,
personal communication, March 31, 2015)

4.4.2 How brand management affects corporate reputation and legitimacy
The benefits of brand management within Delta has been duly noted. However according to
Delta the most important aspect of working with brand management is the process of evolving
a brand into a legitimate profile. Brand management benefits the organization with multiple
characteristics, an often attractive image, and a source of great corporate reputation, but it is
not until the Delta legitimates its offerings that a long-term corporate reputation and
legitimate profile is created. It is crucial that the actions of the company stand in line with the
brand image, or else the brand image and corporate reputation risk damage. For Delta this
process has required a lot of effort. A great example provided was a reclaim situation that
occurred with a company in Switzerland. According to Delta a delivery provided by them
went sour and in the end nothing worked for the customer. The customer started feeling
insecurity towards Deltas ability to provide its different characteristics. At this point Delta
directed all available resources towards solving reclaim issue, and ended up succeeding at this
much earlier than expected. This performance impressed the customer, which today stands as
Deltas largest and most important customer.
”What is most important is that our stakeholders can experience what we promise… It is not
only that we need to talk about it, we also need to fulfill it” (Daniel, personal communication,
March 31, 2015)
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Further Delta believes that brand management is a great tool for communicating and
spreading an already established corporate reputation, and legitimate profile. According to
Delta a previous corporate reputation, history of success, and legitimacy, is often
communicated when entering new markets as this is a great way of efficiently establishing a
market presence. One such example include actively communicating the firms current CSR
engagement though various communication channels. Other cases include Delta adapting to
the current norms and standards of the new markets by acquiring certain certifications.
However these changes are often small as the value offerings the organization provides are
attractive. According to Delta they are not trying to penetrate new markets that are currently
not demanding Deltas value offerings, but instead wait until these markets have evolved their
demands to fit the offerings.

4.4.3 How the three constructs can establish network relations
Today Delta can recognize many benefits with its legitimate brand identity such as: attracting
new customers through a legitimate corporate reputation, recurring sales with already
established customer relations, increased leverage on all stakeholders when negotiating new
terms, attracting great talents, improved retention of employees, greater competencies
essential for providing a skill based service, and great leadership that empowers employees
through a corporate brand. These benefits are primarily apparent among various business
networks with stakeholders. Personal network relationships is currently not a focus for Delta
as they possess more than ten thousand different customers. Also Delta finds business
networks to suit the organization best as it provides more flexibility and leverage when
dealing with suppliers, customers, or logistics partners. However long-term relationships are
seen as valuable but these should be focused upon providing the maximum amount of value to
each organization, and not be built on friendship and personal relations.
The history of success that Delta today possess is primarily a result of extensive efforts were
the organization legitimized their value offerings, and made sure to communicate these results
extensively through brand management practices. By making sure to always perform in
accordance of expectations Delta has managed to establish and develop a strong positive
corporate reputation and legitimate profile. By simultaneously dedicating much resources into
the practice of brand management, the organization has managed to much more effectively
spread and develop its corporate reputation and legitimacy, among new stakeholders
worldwide. Of course this process alone wouldn’t had been so successful if it weren’t for the
innovative products and services the organization offers its markets, but again this has also
been made possible by attracting great talents through a strong brand identity.
For the future Delta believes in its value offerings, as new markets will arise over time. Brand
management practices will continue to evolve, and Delta strives to make this process as
effective as possible over the coming years.
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4.5 Echo
Echo is a medium-sized firm operating in the consultancy and IT service industry. The
organization has a well-established presence nationally, with a growing presence
internationally in global markets such as Europe and the US. Echo also have a subsidiary in
Ukraine. The primary stakeholders of interests are customers and employees. Echo has a high
brand orientation (5) with a low amount of brand planning (2). Brand management is seen as
a valuable practice in order to attract and retain important stakeholders that help support
Echo’s business activities.

4.5.1 How brand management is conducted in Echo
Brand management is a relatively new focus area within Echo, as it has only been a practice
of priority during the last couple of years. Previously brand management was mainly
conducted through the assistance of external consultants, but since approximately a year this
has changed. Today Echo is fully focused upon in-house produced brand management
activities that according to the respondent has befitted the organization with more creativity,
resulting in a more unique market profile. However according to the respondent brand
consultants were very beneficial initially, in order to develop internal knowledge and
understanding of the brand management area.
“Just before I started working at XX we cooperated with a PR firm as they offered knowledge
that we didn’t possess ourselves… However since we ended our relationship we have dared to
try new things which we feel has paid off, so we are thankful for making that decision” (Eve,
personal communications, May 5, 2015)
In Echo brand management is handled solely by a dedicated brand manager. Due to a lack of
previous experience and other practitioners Echo identifies two limitations, namely time and
knowledge. Budget is not seen as a limitation as Echo makes sure to dedicate appropriate
amounts of finance in order to support their brand management endeavors.
“…since I work alone with these questions it is not possible to do everything you want.” (Eve,
personal communication, May 5, 2015)
“Money I wouldn’t say is something that limits us as this is more of a question of how we
want to dedicate our money, and invest in these types of practices” (Eve, personal
communication, May 5, 2015)
For Echo brand management is a daily recurring activity with daily feedback being
communicated between the brand manager and the top management team. Further the brand
management approach currently employed is very flexible with minimum resistance in the
process of implementing spontaneous initiatives, which helps develop knowledge within the
area of practice. A good example of this according to Echo is the communication happening
between brand management, HR, and Sales. As sales have a great understanding of the
external environment this information is shared with the brand manager in order to help in the
process of developing a brand image that can attract stakeholders, such as customers. Further
as employees are one of the primary stakeholders of interest it is essential that information is
also shared between HR and brand management, in order to support employer branding
initiatives.
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In order to do implement spontaneous initiatives efficiently with minimum resistance Echo
employs a flexible approach without planned strategies. As important information is being
shared, knowledge is created which is easily implemented due to less structure, planning and
regulations internally. Although the respondent is clear on the subject that towards the future
more planning will be implemented through brand strategies, this spontaneous approach has
so far benefitted Echo greatly. The main reason for why the organization now needs to
implement more structure is due to its significant growth in size. This calls for more
traceability, such as following up on results from current brand management initiatives.
“Up till now there hasn’t existed any clear brand strategies, and we have implemented
practices very spontaneously. This has proven to bring great results and works well for us at
the moment… However as the organization is currently growing rapidly a clear brand
strategy will be needed towards the future” (Eve, personal communication, May 5, 2015)

4.5.2 How brand management affects corporate reputation and legitimacy
The purpose of brand management for Echo is essentially to provide a tool that efficiently can
communicate with the internal and external environment of the firm. This is currently needed
in order to attract and retain high quality employees that provide the basis of a high quality
service, which is needed in order to attract and retain customers. In order to attract new
stakeholders, such as employees, a positive and legitimate corporate reputation is needed. For
Echo this reputation is mainly established through its many assignments and interactions
among different stakeholders. However communication through channels such as social
media and fair visits make up a large part of the total share of interactions and therefore plays
a deciding role when establishing, and developing, the corporate reputation. Brand
management is therefore essential in order to grow the organization through stakeholder
awareness, and establish a unique market profile, which helps deal with the currently rough
competition that characterizes Echo’s different markets.
”We see that as we work dedicated with this it creates a really large effect. Only this week
many new potential customers have contacted our CEO and said that they had heard about us
through media… So the main reason, I would say, is that it creates awareness which we need
in order to keep growing” (Eve, personal communication, May 5, 2015)
In order to productively attract stakeholders a brand identity is needed. This identity is created
by Echo’s brand manager and top management team. The current brand identity is
characterized by, dedication, responsibility, entrepreneurial, and great results. These
characteristics make up the core of Echo´s brand image, and presents its unique value
offerings and purpose.
The brand identity is communicated internally by, the intranet, an internal newsletter, social
media, training sessions, and numerous team-building activities that includes all members of
the organization. Externally the brand identity is communicated by, visiting customers and
universities, career and trade fairs, newsletters, different social media, the company webpage,
and public statements in press and media. Co-branding is also utilized in order to support the
current brand identity, both internally and externally. Co-branding is mentioned as a very
efficient and valuable brand management practice, as it often creates a lot of attention around
the organization.
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According to Echo the brand identity is very much a source for establishing and developing a
corporate reputation. As it communicates the core essence of Echo as an organization it stands
to build a unique image in the mind-set of various stakeholders. If successfully implemented
the brand identity will attract stakeholders to interact with Echo, which stands as a source for
developing corporate reputation and legitimacy. Central in Echo´s value offering is always
trying to be more than a supplier of services, but instead a partner for its stakeholders. Echo
has it as a core principle to genuinely develop and support its customer’s organizations, as this
will provide a basis of a positive corporate reputation that determines future growth and
prosperity.
Legitimacy is primarily established by working with CSR, being a great employer, or
legitimizing the current value offerings. According to Echo brand management is valuable in
the process of developing legitimacy through various channels of communication. By doing
this legitimacy is established among a much broader stakeholder base, which is essential
when expanding the organization. By acting in accordance of their expectations Echo
manages to establish a more legitimate brand image and corporate reputation, significantly
improving both of these assets by making them more solid and less sensitive to negative
feedback. As a result more stakeholders find the organization attractive and reliable, which
helps establish a more safe and solid foundation to stand, and grow, on.

4.5.3 How the three constructs can establish network relations
A legitimate profile, positive corporate reputation, and attractive brand image, has so far
reaped many benefits for Echo. These include multiple new stakeholders partnering up,
alongside the long-term customers that already exist. It is stated by the respondent that
frequently new stakeholders are contacting the organization as a result of the current brand
image and corporate reputation. These are either applying for jobs, or looking to provide new
assignments for Echo to participate in. These benefits are existent both nationally and
internationally.
For the future brand management stands to be one of the top priority practices within Echo, as
the only recent implementation of these practices already have reaped substantial rewards.
Currently the focus is still primarily on the national market but as the corporate reputation
grows and brand identity becomes nationally recognized the international markets will be
within reach. By utilizing brand management practices Echo hopes to efficiently spread
awareness of the organizations value offering, create a coherent and productive corporate
culture, which combined will provide a great corporate reputation and legitimate market
profile.

4.6 Foxtrot
Foxtrot is a medium sized firm that focuses on B2B sales in the professional profile clothing
industry. The main stakeholders of importance are customers and suppliers. The company
have approximately two thousand customer firms spread around the Nordic countries, and ten
unique suppliers located in different parts of Asia. The current brand orientation is high (4)
with basic brand planning present (3). For Foxtrot the main focus of brand management
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activities is to develop product brands which are efficiently utilized in order to expand the
organization.

4.6.1 How brand management is conducted in Foxtrot
The brand management approach that Foxtrot currently follows is relatively new, as related
practices were almost nonexistent some years back. The practices are mainly conducted by
the CEO and marketing team in order to more efficiently produce results in this area.
However as Foxtrot have a large customer base, the marketing team is often caught up in
daily tasks such as preparing and distributing marketing material which leaves the
organization limited with the amount of time it can dedicate towards brand management. This
is currently an issue Foxtrot is looking to solve, by hiring more dedicated brand management
practitioners. However the competence and financial support exists, according to the
respondent.
“The financial resources are present, as we prioritize, and place brand management high up
on our agenda” (Farrell, personal communication, May 6, 2015)
Besides only working in-house with brand management activities, external brand consultants
are frequently employed by Foxtrot. According to the respondent the consultants are
beneficial when customizing graphic material, and also as a source of guidance and expertise
that helps support in-house activities. Once the brand consultants have provided their
material, Foxtrot customizes this in-house in order to achieve more productive results.
According to Foxtrot external consultants should mainly be used to provide a basis for brand
management activities but is essential that the organization itself handles the majority of the
important decisions in this area, as it often possess a much better understanding of its unique
value offerings.
”When formulating brand codes we utilize consultants for that little extra expertise and then
we customize it to our preferences... They are very great as sources of guidance but you have
to have the knowledge in-house or the consultant controls you, and they don’t really possess
the fine touch and understanding of our business as we do” (Farrell, personal communication,
May 6, 2015)
Foxtrot´s main brand management focus is to establish and develop product brands that help
support a push and pull effect among stakeholders. However product brands are also seen as a
great alternative to a corporate brand as it helps Foxtrot preserve its positive corporate
reputation and minimizing damage. An attractive brand identity is formulated for each
product brand, which is used to attract and support a push sales approach. However as the
core characteristics of Foxtrot is based on, trust, honesty, responsibility, and commitment, in
order to develop genuine long-term business networks, a pull effect is often existent.
“We have consciously chosen to develop product brands… this builds on the fact that if one of
our product brands performs badly it damages that brand, but perhaps not our XX brands as
they are currently performing well, which is great” (Farrell, personal communication, May 6,
2015)
Foxtrot emphasizes the importance of involving its employees, customers and suppliers in the
process of developing great products, as they often possess a unique and valuable knowledge
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that is needed. Currently the corporate culture supports this fully as the employees are
frequently using Foxtrot´s products in their every-day activities, which further helps reinforce
and develop the brand identity. This helps the organization not only attract new stakeholders,
but also raise the current “share of wallet” among the existing ones.
“You will easily be replaced if you don’t have a branded product… It creates value to have a
brand” (Farrell, personal communication, May 6, 2015)
In order to establish, develop, and reinforce, the current brand image Foxtrot utilizes a variety
of communication channels. Externally these include an extensive amount of customer visits,
inviting partners to visit the company headquarters, a CRM tool integrated in its company
website, social media, trade fairs, newsletters, and various marketing material. Internally the
corporate identity is established through, various training sessions, newsletters, a company
book, plus frequent company activities that involves all members of the organization. The
purpose of these practices is to establish and nurture the corporate identity that is seen as
essential when developing great results among stakeholders.
Further Foxtrot works a lot with social initiatives, being one of the first in the industry to
engage in CSR activities, in order to support its brand image of being a responsible,
committed and trustworthy business partner. However according to the respondent this has
also helped Foxtrot more efficiently communicate and establish its brand image among new
stakeholders, as the organization is often benefitted with free public media coverage. The
public media coverage both helps create a brand image of a large and professional
organization, but also creates motivation and commitment among employees. In fact these
initiatives have produced great results in such an extent that Foxtrot frequently measures a
“share of voice” in public media compared to its competitors, in order to understand how
stakeholders currently perceives the organization.
“We want to also earn media attention, you know without buying it. Having people wanting to
write media articles about us is something we work a lot with, as it both motivates personnel
and is free” (Farrell, personal communication, May 6, 2015)

4.6.2 How brand management affects corporate reputation and legitimacy
For Foxtrot, corporate reputation has not historically always been positive for the firm.
According to the respondent the firm had some struggling years were a negative corporate
reputation, due to a lack of value bringing activities for stakeholders, was close to put the firm
in bankruptcy. However recently, under new management, the firm has started legitimizing its
value offers which themselves have been developed accordingly to fit new market demands
and standards. By proving excellence in many stakeholder interactions, Foxtrot has today
started developing a strong positive corporate reputation that essentially has helped the
organization grow and develop. Brand management has during the last couple of years been
utilized in order to more effectively spread and develop Foxtrot´s corporate reputation among
new and existent stakeholders, through various means of communication, which has enhanced
growth and development considerably. During the last five years, Foxtrot has doubled in size
and this is primarily due to the organization communicating an attractive offering that raises
product margins, and performing in accordance to its expectations.
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“…it has resulted in increased sales, that’s our receipt. We have doubled our turnover in five
years!” (Farrell, personal communication, May 6, 2015)
”We try to make the things that we do in line with our communicated values... It is essential
when developing our corporate reputation” (Farrell, personal communication, May 6, 2015)
For Foxtrot an understanding of market demands, norms, and culture, is essential in order to
prosper and develop as a firm. By employing various means to analyze the current market and
its characteristics, Foxtrot gains access to valuable data that can be used in multiple business
areas. One such area is the understanding of pushing new concepts and norms through CSR
activities, in order to create a unique image on an otherwise packed market. Foxtrot has been
among the first in its industry to dedicate resources into this area which has gained them a lot
of attention, consequently affecting their brand image and corporate reputation. Perhaps most
importantly however is the creation and development of legitimacy that exists through
working with these CSR activities, which is a result of an increased acceptance and
commitment from external stakeholders such as customers and investors. Brand management
is frequently utilized by Foxtrot as a tool in order to enhance the results from these CSR
endeavors through its communicative means. All in all brand management helps Foxtrot touch
a wider audience of stakeholders, and therefore enhances the process of establishing and
developing corporate reputation and legitimacy. Other important sources of legitimacy and
corporate reputation includes legitimizing core value offerings, and acquiring various
certifications that are essential when conducting business activities within Foxtrots industry.

4.6.3 How the three constructs can establish network relations
For Foxtrot the benefits have been obvious when working with brand management, which is
the reason to the high focus on brand management activities that the organization currently
employs. The main benefit according to the respondent is the increased revenue that brand
management brings the firm through: increased product margins, increased value added,
increased internal commitment, and a clear but unique market position that is easily
communicated externally. Brand management is in its core essentially a tool that helps the
organization more effectively establish and develop assets such as corporate reputation and
legitimacy through communicating a brand identity. By making efforts to legitimize this
brand identity Foxtrot secures a strong positive corporate reputation and a legitimate market
profile, which attracts and retains stakeholders.
Just during a period of five years Foxtrot has managed to double its turnover, as a result from
an extensive amount of new customers and other stakeholders joining the firm through
business relationships. These stakeholders have both been acquired directly through sales and
marketing efforts, but also indirectly through an attractive brand image and recommendations
by already acquired stakeholders. A positive corporate reputation and increased legitimacy is
a central part of why Foxtrot today is so successful. These assets have essentially been
established through hard work and dedication, shown by the firm and its members during
stakeholder interactions, and developed through communicating these assets towards new
stakeholders. Brand management, corporate reputation, and legitimacy, is therefore seen as
very important subjects to consider and work with, within Foxtrot today.
Towards the future brand management will primarily still be focused upon developing strong
product brands and communicating these extensively within the market. However an
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increased attention will also be put towards developing the current corporate brand, in order to
establish a strong and healthy culture that helps communicate a unique corporate image
among stakeholders. This corporate brand will however be related to already established
product brands.
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5. Analysis and discussion
This next chapter will provide a cross-analysis of the empirical and theoretical data. The
chapter will follow the research model approach presented in the theoretical chapter to
analyze: How do the studied firm work with brand management, how does brand management
develop and establish corporate reputation and legitimacy, and how do the three constructs
affect the process of establishing network relations. The chapter will end with central
contributions made through this analysis, providing the basis of the next chapter.

5.1 Brand management in SMEs
The following table will present some of the key factors that were observed from the
empirical data collection. The purpose of this table is to function as a basis for the analysis of
how SMEs work with brand management, what priority it holds and which activities are
presently utilized among the firms.
Table 4: Key factors observed from empirical cases. Our own construction
Alpha

Beta

Charlie

Delta

Echo

Foxtrot

Firm size

Small

Small

Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium

Brand
orientation
(1-5)5
Resource
limitations

3

4

4

5

5

4

Knowledge
Time
Budget

Knowledge
Time
Budget

None

None

Knowledge
Time

Time

B.M.
practitioners

CEO

Marketing
Manager

Marketing
Managers

Marketing
Managers

Brand manager

CEO &
Marketing
manager

Primary
B.M
activities

Develop the
corporate
identity

Develop the brand
strategy

Rebrand the
current brand
identity &
image

Follow up on
current brand
strategies

Develop the
current
corporate
identity

Develop the
product
brands

Establish a brand
image

Establish a
brand strategy

Develop the
corporate identity

Reinforce the
brand image

Reinforce the
brand image

5.1.1 SME Brand orientation and resource limitations
Looking at the findings presented in Table 4 it is clear that generally the studied SMEs had a
high brand orientation towards brand management activities, which contradicts related theory
presented by Krake (2005) and Centeno et al (2013). According to the theory presented brand
management is often an area amongst SMEs that is not so prioritized, as a result of resource
limitations and markets characterized by competition and uncertainty. These factors create
5

Brand orientation as presented by Wong and Merrilees (2005). Were defined as: 1 = Nonexistent, 3 = Basic
orientation with partial feedback, 5 = Extensive orientation with daily recurring feedback
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risks that SME management have to deal with on a daily basis, which demands that current
resources available to SMEs are utilized properly (Centeno et al., 2013; Abimbola & Kocak,
2007; Krake, 2005; Abimbola, 2001).
According to the empirical cases presented in this study brand management was often seen as
a source of differentiation, corporate reputation, and recognition, which could promote growth
and competitive advantages. This resulted in brand management becoming an essential area of
focus, in order to support current visions and goals for the organization (Delta). Alpha was the
only empirical case with a medium brand orientation. This was primarily due to perceived
brand barriers, as presented by Wong and Merrilees (2005). Alpha could only perceive a clear
value of brand management practices in the process of developing a corporate identity, which
could contribute with a coherent understanding of the organizations purpose, goals and vision,
values, and norms. This was needed in order to enhance daily interactions with stakeholders
which is essential when establishing corporate reputation and legitimacy (Zimmerman &
Zeits, 2002; Goldberg et al., 2003).
According to previous research SMEs are often characterized by constrained resources such
as limited budget, time, and knowledge (Krake, 2005; Centeno et al., 2013; Abimbola &
Kocak, 2007; Abimbola, 2001; Wong & Merrilees, 2005). This corresponds well with the
empirical cases as most of them include multiple resource limitations. What´s interesting is
that the small-sized firms identify all three limitations as current brand management
constraints while the medium-sized firms only identify some, or none, as limitations. Further
budget constraints were only present in the smaller-sized firms, which of course could be due
to less financial resources available.
According to Delta, Echo, and Foxtrot however, a budget limitation is primarily the result of
less priority being given towards brand management practices and must not necessarily exist
as a limitation for smaller organizations. Delta provides an example as they even as a small
sized-firm implemented extensive brand management practices as a result of brand
management being an area of top priority:
“Money I wouldn’t say is something that limits us as this is more of a question of how we
want to dedicate our money, and invest in these types of practices” (Eve, personal
communication, May 5, 2015)
“The financial resources are present, as we prioritize, and place brand management high up
on our agenda” (Farrell, personal communication, May 6, 2015)
“Our brand management focus is extensive and started already as a small firm with a
turnover between 60-70 million SEK” (Daniel, personal communication, March 31, 2015)
Foxtrot suggests that SMEs utilize creative initiatives in order to counter the issue of
restricted financial resources. An example of this is Foxtrots CSR initiative which today is
implemented into their brand strategy in order to legitimize their value offerings, but also to
create attention amongst public media. By capitalizing on these initiatives Foxtrot has
effectively managed to produce a strong brand image through public media, to a low cost.
Researchers, owners, and managers, calls for innovative solutions and guidelines in order to
effectively establish a brand image while also maintaining a low-cost mindset that cooperates
with the amount of resources available to the organization (Krake, 2005; Abimbola, 2001).
Capitalizing on initiatives that develop attention around SMEs is a great way of doing this.
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“We want to also earn media attention, you know without buying it. Having people wanting to
write media articles about us is something we work a lot with, as it both motivates personnel
and is free” (Farrell, personal communication, May 6, 2015)
The most frequent brand barrier was time, which was present in four of the six empirical
cases. The limited time constraint was often a result from little delegated responsibility
(Alpha), single brand management practitioners (Echo, Alpha and Beta), or that the brand
manager had responsibility for other organizational activities (Alpha and Foxtrot). Previous
research presents brand management within SMEs as an area often practiced by the
entrepreneur or CEO, with little or no delegation present (Krake, 2005; Centeno et al., 2013).
However even if time was commonly perceived as a limitation, delegation of brand
management practices were often present. This is likely a result of high brand orientation as
the organizations often employed dedicated brand management practitioners, or delegated
some responsibility from the CEO.
In Beta, were the entrepreneur still personified the organization and worked as a CEO, brand
management responsibility was delegated to the marketing manager in order to more
efficiently produce valuable outcomes in these practices. Still however the sole responsibility
of these practices resulted in time constraints and in order to deal with this more practitioners
are needed. In Alpha the CEO were solely responsible for brand management activities which
clearly resulted in time constraints in this area, as the CEO also was responsible for other
managerial activities such as operations, recruitment and leadership. This was due to a low
brand orientation among management as brand management wasn’t perceived as a high
priority area just yet. Echo are currently employing a dedicated brand manager who solely
focus on brand management activities with great results, but still it is mentioned that one of
the main resource constraints is time due to the organization only employing single
practitioners in this area.
For Foxtrot the CEO worked a lot with brand management activities and planning both solely
and together with a marketing team. However due to the marketing team often needed to
formulate marketing material for the extensive amount of customers, less time is available for
dedicated brand management practices. The CEO instead often steps in to support in these
areas, but as this position also demands a lot of attention in other managerial areas less focus
can be dedicated towards brand management.
Knowledge was present as a limitation for three of the six studied cases and primarily was a
result from a current lack of experience (Alpha, Beta, and Echo). In order to help SMEs deal
with a lack of knowledge research recommend organizations to utilize external consultants
(Inskip, 2004), and continuously dedicate time towards brand management practices (Centeno
et al., 2013). Alpha and Echo had previously employed consultants to help with the lack of
knowledge. Echo utilized external consultants in order to develop a brand identity and find
appropriate channels of communication to establish a brand image among stakeholders.
Today Echo have decided to not use consultants anymore as they believe their previous
experience have helped them develop appropriate knowledge internally, which helps them
work with brand management solely in-house with greater results.
“Just before I started working at XX we cooperated with a PR firm as they offered knowledge
we didn’t possess ourselves… However since we ended our relationship we have dared to try
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new things which we feel has paid off, so we are thankful for making that decision” (Eve,
personal communications, May 5, 2015)
Other organizations that also utilized external consultants were Delta and Foxtrot. Delta
started utilizing this opportunity early, already as a small-sized firm, and was one of the
deciding reasons brand management is such a high area of focus today. According to them,
the brand consultant managed to persuade and inspire the organization to utilize brand
management practices in an effort to grow the business and spur greater success. As the
consultant’s efforts were successful and the organization shortly could identify great results,
brand management became a central area of focus.
“An important partner for us was XX that runs company XX, also with a PR firm backing
her… She has been with us the whole time and supported our brand building” (Daniel,
personal communication, March 31, 2015)
Foxtrot utilize brand consultants in order to more efficiently develop their brand identities and
establish appropriate brand images among stakeholders. The main reason for why external
consultants are needed is due to the marketing department and CEO being caught up in other
important activities. However Foxtrot stresses the importance that organizations remain
objective in the use of consultants and make sure that brand management activities are
appropriately customized to fit the organizational operations and value offerings. This is
primarily because the organization often possess more insight on the purpose and unique
value offerings that the organization offers stakeholders, which directly affects how brand
management should be conducted by the organization. Brand consultants are suggested as
great sources for guidance and expertise which is vital when developing brand strategies.
”When formulating brand codes we utilize consultants for that little extra expertise and then
we customize it to our preferences... They are very great as sources of guidance but you have
to have the knowledge in-house or the consultant controls you, and they don’t really possess
the fine touch and understanding of our business as we do” (Farrell, personal communication,
May 6, 2015)
Charlie and Delta didn’t register any current limitations that would constrain the amount of
efforts they want to dedicate towards brand management practices. Charlie feels that brand
management practices are supported financially, that it exists sufficient knowledge and
experience within the organization, and that brand management is appropriately delegated to
marketing departments. The same goes with Delta who dedicate large budgets towards brand
management and employ multiple marketing teams, marketing managers, and brand
consultants to deal with these practices.

5.1.2 SME Brand management areas and activities
As previously discussed brand orientation was high in most cases. This was primarily because
the different organizations identified a potential of creating value for the organization. This
identified value would then affect the way organizations practiced brand management, in
order to productively modify brand management practices towards producing great value.
Starting with Alpha, brand orientation was not as high as the other cases due to management
having difficulties dedicating appropriate resources into this area, as a result from other
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matters having a higher priority. Instead the organization focused upon securing high quality
results through personal communications in all their sales activities. This was done in order to
develop a legitimized profile and positive corporate reputation, characterized by competence,
commitment, and highly professional. However in order to successfully secure high quality
results in all stakeholder interactions Alpha recognized the importance of establishing a
corporate identity, which would communicate and establish a coherent corporate culture as
presented by Wong and Merrilees (2005), and Eggers et al. (2013). The essential purpose of
the corporate culture was to define value statements and guidelines that the employees should
follow, in order to establish a corporate image that could develop corporate reputation and
legitimacy for the firm. Alpha works with sales training, after work activities, and
presentations, to communicate the organizations vision, norms, values, and goals.
Continuing with Beta and Echo, these organizations worked with both image management
and corporate branding. This was in order to develop a brand identity that reflected the core of
the business (Echo), adapted the organization to the values and norms of stakeholders (Beta),
and communicated an attractive brand image that reflected the organization as a whole (Echo
and Beta). The brand image worked as a source of differentiation (Beta and Echo), market
positioning (Beta), corporate reputation (Echo and Beta), and recognition (Echo), as it
communicated the organizations purpose, unique characteristics, and value offerings. The
firms established their brand images by:
-

Visiting customers and trade fairs (Echo and Beta)
Distributing company newsletters (Echo and Beta)
Communicating in industry forums (Beta)
Utilizing Social media channels (Echo)
Communicating through company website (Echo)
Visiting Universities and Career fairs (Echo)
Press statements (Echo)

Echo also utilize co-branding with larger organizations to some degree, which has been
identified as a cost-effective brand management practice. This is due to the nature of cobranding giving Echo access to a very well established brand without any associated financial
costs. This corresponds with related theory presented by Gilmore (2011) and strengthens the
current argument that SMEs should utilize co-branding strategies.
For both organizations it is essential that a corporate identity is present within the
organization in order to secure a clear understanding of the corporate identity, which directly
affects outward communication with stakeholders. Echo dedicate a large amount of resources
towards spare time organizational activities, creating a graphical profile, internal seminars,
and introduction classes for all new employees, in order to successfully establish their
corporate identity. Beta tries to communicate their identity through daily interactions with
employees. Essential for both organizations in the future is to establish a brand strategy that
clearly sums up and formulates central brand management practices, whose purpose is to
develop the brand identity among current and potential stakeholders.
However important to note was Echo´s current spontaneous approach towards brand
management. This approach has so far benefitted the organization greatly as it combined with
a flexible internal communication provides the basis for implementing new and valuable
brand management initiatives on the fly. As Echo have no current regulations, structures, or
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policies to follow, regarding their brand management practices, brand management is
producing unique results efficiently.
Continuing, Delta also worked extensively with image management and corporate branding.
However Delta already have an established brand identity which they communicate both
internally and externally among stakeholders, contributing with increased recognition and
corporate reputation. The purpose of brand management for Delta is therefore to reinforce and
develop the current brand image among stakeholders. Delta does this by: Visiting customers
and trade fairs, working with social media, conducting press releases, sponsoring sport clubs,
and distributing their own newspaper globally. Internally Delta communicate their brand
identity through: formulated Code of ethics & conducts, storytelling, policies, symbols, logos
and colors, and personal communications. Also Delta utilize brand management to develop a
brand image that presents the organization as larger and more professional then it currently is.
This brand image will function as a short term vision, motivating the members of the
organization to perform in line with this image. This will continue to develop Delta, helping
the organization to stay ahead of the competition and maintain its dominant market position.
“…the purpose is that this will make every employee able to take the right decision which will
create speed… We skip having useless middle managers, but instead educate our employees
in what our mission is, our business idea, and our customers’ expectations.” (Daniel,
personal communication, March 31, 2015)
Charlie primarily focuses on working with corporate branding as process that helps rebrand
the organization. As the company was recently procured by another firm and the decision has
been made to implement a new brand identity, it is essential that corporate branding practices
are employed in order to develop a corporate identity as described by Rode and Vallaster
(2005). Charlie has dedicated a large amount of resources into this rebranding process by:
Conducting multiple travels to the new parent company and other important partner
organizations, and employing extensive time to educate the members of the organization of
new core values and norms. This is primarily conducted to create a willingness of embracing
the new brand identity as this is crucial in order to establish the brand image externally. The
external communication is primarily done by: Visiting customers and trade fairs, utilizing
social media channels, distributing newsletters, and inviting stakeholders to seminars held by
the organization. The external communication helps Charlie create an awareness and
knowledge of its products among stakeholders, which is helps the market segment grow.
“You can say that our entire product area is very much unheard of… This creates a large task
for us where we need to spread awareness in order to grow our market segments… lack of
knowledge is our greatest enemy.” (Caiden, personal communication, April 1, 2015)
Foxtrot was the only firm who didn’t dedicate much efforts towards corporate branding, but
instead primarily focused on product branding. According to Foxtrot their current strongest
brand is one of their product brands, as the corporate brand is fairly weak and hardly never
communicated amongst external stakeholders.
Although the primary brand management focus is to establish and develop strong product
brands, corporate branding isn’t seen as useless. Currently Foxtrot works a lot with
establishing a corporate culture that promotes and embraces the product brands internally. The
vision is that Foxtrots members wants to use the products in their everyday activities, and
indirectly function as living marketing pillars. In order to succeed in this it is crucial that
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Foxtrot manages to develop their product brands to such an extent that it creates a demand
among the members of the organization.
Further the product brands are used to communicate a more specific brand image of the
corporate brand, functioning as an efficient source of differentiation, recognition, and
corporate reputation building, among stakeholders. Foxtrot establishes its brand image
externally by:
-

Visiting customers and trade fairs.
Providing great CRM tools such as a personal customer website.
Utilizing social media channels.
Providing customers with newsletters and marketing material.
Inviting employees from partner organizations to Foxtrots headquarters.
Creating attention through public media coverage, were Foxtrot even measures a
“share of voice”.

According to Abimbola (2001) and Krake (2005) suggests that SME brand management
should only emphasize on one or two brands, of which one should be a corporate brand in
order to save resources but also to capitalize on the entrepreneurs’ unique passion for its
business. In the cases presented the entrepreneur was never a centralized figure, but corporate
brands were commonly utilized amongst the SMEs. Instead of capitalizing on the
entrepreneurs unique passion as a source of differentiation the SMEs formulated core values,
often represented by the organization as a whole, formulating a brand as an organization as
presented by Centeno et al., (2013). The process of corporate branding was essential in order
to gain recognition, corporate reputation, and differentiation, among the SMEs further
strengthening its importance in brand management research.
Also as SMEs lack substantial amount of resources previous research states that it is not
realistic that SMEs are able to employ whole branding campaigns, and instead they should
focus on capitalizing on the maximum amount of brand recognition relative to the least
amount of resources spent (Gilmore, 2011; Krake, 2005). This corresponds with the smaller
sized firms as these only conducted a small amount of activities to communicate their brand
image such as, customer interactions or distributing company newsletters. These activities
were often present during daily stakeholder interactions and very cost effective. However the
larger firms did often employ a whole lot of activities, such as sponsoring sports clubs,
utilizing CRM tools, distributing a company produced newspaper, or strategically working
with public media coverage. Some of these activities are probably not very cost effective, but
instead a result of a high amount of dedicated resources as a result of a high brand orientation.
It therefore seems possible for SMEs to conduct brand management in a fashion as preferred
by themselves, with great results. However cost effective solutions, such as creating free
public media coverage, is a smart choice for SMEs and especially smaller ones. Theory
presented by Centeno et al. (2013), Krake (2005), and Abimbola (2001) have collected a great
foundation of data that is should be looked upon by SMEs regarding cost effective solutions
towards brand management, but the facts presented aren’t always the only solutions. Firms
like Delta have showed that even SMEs can dedicate large budgets towards brand
management with great results.
“We almost dedicate as much time and money on brand management as we do in our product
development. Perhaps a bit much, but in some way we feel that it pays off” (Daniel, personal
communication, March 31, 2015)
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5.1.3 Brand management approach among SMEs
Previous research concludes that SMEs should become better at formulating brand strategies,
as brand management practices currently is characterized by minimal brand planning due to
limited resources (Centeno et al., 2013; Wong & Merrilees, 2005). A strategic approach
towards brand management can help SMEs more efficiently create an understanding of the
internal and external environment, which is essential in order to secure cost-effective and
productive brand management practices (Krake, 2005; Wong & Merrilees, 2005). The brand
strategy should decides how brand management is to be conducted, in order to develop high
brand distinctiveness, and marketing performance, to a minimum amount of resources (Wong
& Merrilees, 2005; Gilmore, 2011). It is indicated that as SMEs become more involved in
brand management activity, more brand planning is apparent (Wong & Merrilees, 2005;
Centeno et al., 2013).
In Appendix 1 a summary of the amount of brand planning the SMEs undertook is available.
Brand planning was defined as a number 1-5 were a higher number meant that the SME firm
currently utilized brand strategies that decided how brand management is to be conducted.
SMEs with low brand planning often approached brand management activities spontaneously,
with no brand strategies existent.
Presented below is a model, illustrating the assumed brand management approach among the
studied firms. The approach is based on brand planning in relation to the said brand
orientation, in order to get an understanding of how SMEs conduct brand management and if
a higher brand orientation leads to more brand planning within the SME firm.

Brand orientation
Low

High

Brand planning

Low

Alpha

Beta

Echo

Foxtrot

Charlie

High
Figure 5 Brand management approach. Our own construction

Delta

The results of how SMEs approached brand management activities varied, with initially no
clear patterns. However if isolated it is apparent that the smaller firms (Beta and Alpha) had
less brand planning in their brand management activities, then their larger counterparts. Alpha
hadn’t formulated a brand strategy, as this was seen as irrelevant due to brand management
having a lower priority within the organization. However Beta had a high brand orientation
but only employed basic guidelines to support daily brand management activities. This was
mainly due to time and knowledge limitations as the brand manager couldn’t find any spare
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time to work on a brand strategy, and also had a hard time formulating one as most practices
were implemented spontaneously with varying results. However once more experience and
knowledge has been accumulated Beta hopes to formulate a brand strategy, as this is seen as
an important tool in order to more efficiently support and conduct brand management.
Looking at the medium-sized firms these generally had higher brand planning approach, often
with formulated brand strategies that defined their brand vision, goals, and practices (Charlie
and Delta). This was often due to less resource limitation in time and knowledge (Delta,
Charlie), corresponding with theory presented by Centeno et al., (2013).
In Foxtrot brand management was conducted with a brand strategy that defined core practices.
Foxtrot worked with analyzing their external and internal environment, and used this
information in a strategic fashion in order to secure successful brand management results.
Further the organization measured key figures such as “share of voice” in public media,
relative to their competitors. This was conducted as a follow-up on their public media
statements in order to create a deeper understanding of how Foxtrot was perceived by
stakeholders. However other brand management practices that interacted with stakeholders
such as, social media, or personal communications, was implemented spontaneously with no
clear guidelines present. Also Foxtrot haven’t currently made any efforts to follow-up on
these practices in order to get an understanding of their current brand image. Foxtrot mentions
time is an essential resource for if an organization is able to work with a high amount of
planning in their brand management activities. Currently Foxtrot is looking at employing or
delegating more brand management related activities in order to free up some time, which will
be used to formulate guidelines and strategies in their brand management area. This is
something that the Charlie currently prioritized in order to more productively work with brand
management.
Even though Echo had among the highest in brand orientation it had the lowest amount of
brand planning among the medium-sized firms, implementing brand management activities
spontaneously with only a few set of guidelines present. According to Echo this is due to
brand management still being a relatively new area of practice with a low amount of previous
experience, constrained time resources due to a single practitioner, but also because currently
a spontaneous approach suits the organization well. Echo’s approach to brand management
has been praised by several firms as creative initiatives are easily implemented which helps
develop efficiency, flexibility, and unique results. Echo has also been awarded several prizes,
resulting in a high brand recognition, and distinctiveness. However the brand manager has
suggested that a combined brand management approach, contributing with basic guidelines
and structure while maintaining a flexible nature, is to be implemented in the years to come.
This is needed as Echo is growing rapidly which calls for an overarching structure in order to
implement traceability in the all the organizations activities, but also to more efficiently reach
primary stakeholders of interest.
Charlie had a high brand orientation and a high amount of brand planning. As Charlie is
currently working with rebranding the organization it is important that clear guidelines and
strategies exist as a basis in this process. Weekly points of interests are formulated in the
brand strategy, along with current goals and visions for brand management activities.
However when expanding the area of brand management with new practices, these are often
implemented and tested spontaneously and if successful integrated in the brand strategy. In
Charlie brand management is handled by a marketing team, which counters resource
limitations such as time and knowledge and makes a planned approach possible. A planned
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approach towards brand management is supported by the organization as it contributes with
structure and guidelines needed in order to more efficiently secure valuable results.
Finally Delta is the only empirical case with a brand management approach characterized by
maximum planning. As brand management is one of the core areas within Delta, extensive
resources are always available. Delta employs multiple marketing teams all over the world,
which are complemented by brand consultant agencies. The knowledge base that exist within
Delta is extensive as the organization has practiced brand management for a decade, with
multiple practitioners having a long-term career in this area. Resource limitations are
therefore not even close to being an issue for this firm, which also results in brand
management having a fully structured and planned approach. Delta employs a multiple of
different brand strategies, whose purpose is to provide guidelines, create understanding, and
transparency, for management. Further even though Delta conveys a universal value message
among stakeholders, the way this message is communicated differs among different markets.
Every market employs its own marketing team that formulates its own brand strategies, based
on overarching guidelines provided by headquarters. According to Delta this approach is very
beneficial and something that is central for any organization looking to seize the full potential
of brand management.

5.2 Central benefits with brand management
”We see that as we work dedicated with this it creates a really large effect. Only this week
many new potential customers have contacted our CEO and said that they had heard about us
through media… So the main reason, I would say, is that it creates awareness which we need
in order to keep growing” (Eve, personal communication, May 5, 2015)
“You will easily be replaced if you don’t have a branded product… It creates value to have a
brand” (Farrell, personal communication, May 6, 2015)
A summary of the central benefits associated with brand management among the studied
SMEs can be found in Appendix 2.
According to Abimbola (2001), and Merrilees (2007), brands can be developed and utilized as
a resource that effectively communicate certain values towards a target audience. This
process, often demonstrated through corporate branding or image management, could result in
valuable outcomes (Goldberg et al., 2003; Rode & Vallaster, 2005). This is as every positive
interaction with a stakeholder helps an organization establish a positive brand image that
could stand as a source of corporate reputation and legitimacy (Abimbola & Vallaster, 2007;
Goldberg et al., 2003; Zimmerman & Zeitz, 2002).
The empirical cases presented in this study could recognize certain benefits with brand
management. The general benefit, and perhaps the most important, recognized brand
management as a tool for developing corporate reputation and legitimacy among stakeholders.
Other central benefits included:





Increased turnover (All except Alpha)
Source of differentiation (Charlie and Echo)
Source of development within the organization (Delta)
Risk spreading (Foxtrot)
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It is important to note that the organizations studied may include other benefits than the ones
presented, but these were the ones that were perceived as central. Alpha also didn’t dedicate
any time into following up on their brand management activities, which made it hard to
register any benefits.
In order for the SMEs to reap any benefits of their brand management practices it was crucial
that each firm could identify core characteristics which would create the basis for their brand
image. This was then to be communicated among stakeholders in order to establish an
attractive image of the SMEs, which could work as a source of corporate reputation and
legitimacy. This process corresponds with research presented by Centeno et al., (2013), Krake
(2005), Rode & Vallaster (2005), and Goldberg et al., (2003).

5.2.1 Corporate reputation
In all of the empirical cases, brand management was mentioned as a tool for developing
corporate reputation. This was either done by communicating an attractive brand image (Beta,
Delta, Foxtrot, Charlie), or by developing and communicating a corporate identity during
interactions with stakeholders (All firms.). The process of developing corporate reputation
corresponds well with the proposed theory regarding image management (Goldberg et al.,
2003; Abimbola & Vallaster, 2007), and corporate branding (Rode & Vallaster, 2005; Krake,
2005).
For all SMEs corporate reputation was considered a valuable resource, which determined
future survival and growth on a market. Starting with Alpha, it was essential to always secure
interactions characterized by their core characteristics in order to develop corporate
reputation. Brand management wasn’t used to communicate these characteristics in a direct
fashion, but instead indirectly through corporate culture. For Alpha it was essential that every
member of the organization understood and followed the core characteristics in their everyday
interactions with stakeholders. In order to establish an understanding of these characteristics
corporate branding was utilized to develop a corporate culture. Alpha recognizes the benefits
of brand management but doesn’t feel comfortable with utilizing image management to
communicate a brand image in order to establish short-term corporate reputation. Instead
Alpha builds long-term corporate reputation through quality interactions with stakeholders,
which also helps establish a credible corporate image. Finally Alpha believes in using
legitimacy and corporate reputation as a source of a brand, and not vice versa.
The other SMEs in this study utilized brand management in a different fashion. Image
management was primarily conducted by Beta, Delta, Echo, and Foxtrot, in order to
communicate a unique brand image, consisting of the core characteristics, which helped
establish recognition, differentiation, and corporate reputation. For Beta and Echo brand
management was essential in order to survive, and grow, on their current market, as they
needed to differentiate their value offering from the competition. Delta utilized brand
management in order to convey a brand image that presented the organization as larger, and
more professional. Delta would dedicate all their efforts into legitimizing this image, which
would help the organization grow and become more professional. Foxtrot primarily utilized
product brands in order to efficiently create awareness, and corporate reputation among
stakeholders.
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For all SMEs image management was seen as a short-term approach towards corporate
reputation building, as the brand images lacked substance and legitimizing actions were
always needed eventually. According to the SMEs a central part of corporate reputation
building was performing in accordance to stakeholder expectations.
”What is most important is that our stakeholders can experience what we promise… It is not
only that we need to talk about it, we also need to fulfill it” (Daniel, personal communication,
31 March, 2015)
”We try to make the things that we do in line with our communicated values... It is essential
when developing our corporate reputation” (Farrell, personal communication, May 6, 2015)
Charlie, Delta, and Echo, also utilized corporate branding as a primary brand management
practice. Corporate branding helped the SMEs develop and establish unique corporate
identities, using their core characteristics as a basis for the corporate culture and design. The
corporate culture was seen as central in the process of developing corporate reputation among
stakeholders, as it defined the organizations values, norms, visions, and purpose. This would
affect how the SMEs interacted with stakeholder which would directly affect corporate
reputation building, as interactions are seen as sources of corporate reputation.
A negative corporate reputation was perceived as lethal for many of the SMEs, were Beta
stated that a negative corporate reputation can block future stakeholder interactions over a
long period of time. Further all SMEs stated that in order to prevent a negative corporate
reputation to establish, it was essential that efforts were dedicated towards producing a
positive outcome during stakeholder interactions. Charlie also mentioned that it is essential to
approach corporate reputation building strategically and only pick certain stakeholders, in
order to decrease the risk of not being able to perform in accordance to the brand image.
“You always want to serve all customers all the time, but that’s impossible for everyone. You
have to pick your fights and dedicate your efforts to these” (Caiden, personal communication,
April 1, 2015)
According to Foxtrot their products brands are used to handle the risks of negative corporate
reputation, as they are isolated from the other brands. This results in the fact that if a product
brand performs badly and creates a negative corporate reputation it won’t damage other
brands owned by the organization. This according to Foxtrot helps maintain a strong
corporate reputation which provides growth in turnover. This provides new insight towards
research concerning SME brand management, as previous studies have concluded that
product brands hardly affect SME turnover performance (Agostini et al., 2014), or that the
strongest brand should be a corporate brand (Krake, 2005).
“We have consciously chosen to develop product brands… this builds on the fact that if one of
our product brands performs badly it damages that brand, but perhaps not our XX brands as
they are currently performing well, which is great” (Farrell, personal communication, May 6,
2015)
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5.2.2 Legitimacy
Legitimacy is according to Zimmerman and Zeitz (2002) a social judgment of acceptance,
appropriateness, and desirability, that enables organizations to access other resources needed
to survive and grow. Legitimacy is acquired from the contextual culture, consisting of values
and norms, which different stakeholders follow and act from (Ibid). Zimmerman & Zeitz
(2002) mentions three sources of legitimacy: sociopolitical regulatory & normative, and
cognitive.
Similar to corporate reputation building, as mentioned by (Goldberg et al., 2003), developing
legitimacy is based upon dedicating efforts to authenticate the firms different activities and
characteristics as trustworthy, while also making these socially acceptable in a specific
context (Zimmerman & Zeitz, 2002; Ashford and Gibbs, 1990). Developing legitimacy
among SMEs is done by either conforming towards, manipulating current or future, or
creating new, social constructs (Ibid).
The empirical cases in this study mentioned legitimacy as an essential resource when
conducting business with stakeholders on current and future markets. Similar to corporate
reputation building the studied SMEs always made sure that their communicated brand
images was legitimized by performing in accordance. As legitimacy was established brand
management was used to broadcast the legitimate profile of each SME, in order to develop
legitimacy among new stakeholders. Table 5 presents the main sources of legitimacy for the
studied SMEs.
Table 5 Sources of legitimacy. Our own construction

Sources of
legitimacy

Alpha

Beta

Charlie

Delta

Echo

Foxtrot

Sociopolitical
regulatory

Sociopolitical
normative

Sociopolitical
regulatory

Sociopolitical
regulatory

Sociopolitical
normative

Sociopolitical
regulatory

Sociopolitical
normative

Cognitive

Sociopolitical
normative

Sociopolitical
normative

Cognitive

Sociopolitical
normative

Cognitive

Cognitive

Cognitive

Cognitive

Sociopolitical regulatory:
This source of legitimacy could be perceived among four of the six empirical cases, and was
primarily created through different certifications that the organizations possessed by
conforming to certain regulations present in different markets. These certifications provided
basic legitimacy needed to conduct business with certain stakeholders, as larger customers or
suppliers often demanded that their stakeholders possessed them. The certifications acted as
proof that the SMEs could produce value offerings to a certain level of quality. For Charlie
the regulatory source of legitimacy is one of the central sources, as the industry is heavily
regulated.
Brand management was utilized in order to communicate these certifications, mainly via
websites and brochures. Charlie communicated these aspects of the organization frequently,
often during daily interactions with stakeholders.
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Sociopolitical normative:
This source of legitimacy was present among all the studied SMEs, and was acquired by
either conforming towards current norms and values, or creating new ones. Alpha acquired
this source of legitimacy by formulating ethical policies regarding care for the environment
and labor.
Echo, Delta, Beta and Foxtrot primarily developed this type of legitimacy by extensively
working with CSR policies. Foxtrot and Beta also were among the first to introduce CSR as
an important practice, evolving the current values and norms of their industries. For both
Foxtrot and Beta CSR is included in their core characteristics, and an essential part of their
brand image.
Charlie acquired legitimacy by communicating a brand image of “caring for the society”.
Although this is not focused upon CSR, it is related to the product that Charlie offers its
customers, and the employer it is for its employees. Employees are actively communicating
their experience with the organization via the homepage, which creates a legitimate image of
Charlie as a great employer.
Again brand management was utilized to broadcast how the SMEs conducted CSR, and
ethical practices, in the daily operations. Common channels of communication include:
-

Social media (Foxtrot and Echo)
Websites and brochures (All firms)
Press statements (Delta and Foxtrot)
Personal communications (All firms)

Cognitive legitimacy:
Was present in all of the empirical cases and seen as one of the most important sources of
legitimacy among the firms. Primarily this legitimacy was acquired by conforming to the core
characteristics presented in the SMEs value offerings. This source of legitimacy is often
acquired parallel with corporate reputation building, through corporate branding and image
management as it builds upon legitimizing the communicated brand image, or corporate
reputation. Social constructs can either be created or manipulated, in order to fit with the
communicated brand image. Cognitive legitimacy is established frequently by all of the
studied SMEs through daily interactions and brand management communications, with
stakeholders.
Delta is currently utilizing a strategy to create new social constructs in order to enhance this
source of legitimacy. Delta does by communicating an attractive and exciting brand image
that is seen as very untraditional within the industry. By doing this Delta creates interests
among new stakeholders to engage in the industry. A great example is when Delta sponsors
sport clubs, in order to create a public attention around the firm and its industry. By acting out
and creating attention current and potential stakeholders often embraces Deltas value
offerings and supports its business. As Delta lives up the stakeholders expectations,
legitimacy is established.
According to the SMEs in this study legitimacy can only be created by legitimizing certain
aspects of the firm. Brand management can be utilized in order to establish this legitimacy
through communication. Also brand management should be looked upon as a means of
communicating and developing legitimacy among stakeholders. Baron and Markman (2000)
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mentions that an organizations ability to create a great impression is vital when establishing
legitimacy on new markets. This would correspond with all of the sources presented, and the
fact that brand management only can be used to establish the source of a great impression.
Research proposed by Krake (2005), Centeno et al. (2013), and Lounsbury and Glynn (2001),
mentions that SMEs can work with brand management activities to develop a brand identity
that describes and communicates the organizational values and norms, its practices and
activities, its purpose, and its value offerings. All of these factors are essential when
developing legitimacy among stakeholders (Zimmerman & Zeits, 2002; Ashford & Gibbs,
1990), and this fact is further strengthened by the SMEs of this study.

5.3 How the central benefits can establish network
relations
In all of the presented cases brand management has been valuable in the process of
establishing network relations. Brand management could be used in order to establish and
develop corporate reputation through its ability to communicate aspects that define the SMEs,
and spread an already established corporate reputation towards new stakeholders. In order to
establish legitimacy through brand management SMEs can communicate aspects that affect
the social acceptance a market has towards the firm. A good example would be
communicating CSR initiatives, or acquired certifications. By making these a part of the
brand image, SMEs stands to gain social acceptance as they interact with stakeholders.
For Alpha corporate reputation and legitimacy stand as a central resource in order to attract
and retain current and potential stakeholders. Alpha often performed above expectations in
order to develop their legitimacy and corporate reputation. A good corporate reputation
contributed with recommendations and references which were essential when expanding the
business. Brand management was primarily used in order to establish a corporate culture that
would support every day interactions with stakeholders, corresponding with research
presented by Eggers et al. (2013). Internationally Alpha is struggling with penetrating its
market, as it lacks a corporate reputation and legitimacy. In order to counter this Alpha will
suggests procuring already established organizations as this will contribute with an already
established base of corporate reputation and legitimacy. Alpha could however recognize the
benefits of utilizing brand management as a tool in order to establish and develop legitimacy
and corporate reputation among new stakeholders, both nationally and internationally, but
currently this was not an implemented practice due to certain difficulties.
Beta had a high brand orientation in order to establish an attractive brand image amongst
stakeholders that would legitimize their value offerings. This was seen as an essential practice
in order to create a unique market position that would secure future survival on the current
market. In order to establish a corporate reputation and legitimacy Beta made sure to always
try perform in accordance of the communicated brand image. Legitimacy was also established
through CSR initiatives and communicated through brand management practices. However
for Beta corporate reputation wasn’t currently as effective as for the other organizations. This
was due to the majority of the stakeholders primarily focusing upon price and product, which
neutralized the service aspect Beta wanted to convey. In order to deal with this Beta needs to
identify a new market segment that demands the value offerings that Beta communicates. This
will also be a priority towards the future.
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Charlie recognized direct benefits with its brand management practices such as, increased
sales, corporate reputation, and development of legitimacy, among current and new
stakeholders. Social media was often utilized in order to communicate current corporate
reputation and legitimacy, and found very beneficial. Further brand management was also a
central tool in order to develop awareness and knowledge among stakeholders, which helped
grow the current market segment. A lack of knowledge of Charlie´s products and value
offerings was the current biggest challenge and brand management was therefore a priority
within the firm. By performing in accordance to communicated brand image Charlie
established a positive corporate reputation, which would benefit the organization with
references and recommendations. Further corporate reputation was very important due to the
fact that many stakeholders were grouped into larger company groups. By having a positive
corporate reputation, Charlie would access a broad set of stakeholders which helped the
organization grow extensively. As Charlie´s industry was heavily regulated a lot of the
existing legitimacy came from conforming to regulations and standards. Brand management
was utilized in order to communicate certifications to current and potential stakeholders in
order to develop legitimacy further.
Delta has since its implementation of brand management evolved from a substitute to a
market leader in its industry. Brand management helps Delta communicate a brand image that
characterizes the organization as larger and more professional. As Delta then dedicates
appropriate amount of resources in order to legitimize this image, the organization grows
more quickly. Corporate branding practices has been used to train and educate Deltas
employees in how to act as a representative of the organization. By doing this Delta can
support its core characteristics of speed, quality, and accuracy, which is creates a unique value
offering. Extensive marketing efforts are utilized strategically in order to precisely attract and
retain stakeholders, and when combined with appropriate performance a great base of
corporate reputation and legitimacy is established. Corporate reputation and legitimacy will
further enhance expansion through its contribution with social acceptance, recommendations,
and references.
Echo just recently started utilizing brand management as a practice, but already great rewards
have been apparent. By having a flexible communication structure, the brand manager
receives crucial knowledge that is used when spontaneously implementing brand
communication. An example includes working HR in order to support employer branding
initiatives. This has so far been very successful as every week is characterized by stakeholders
frequently contacting the organization, directly as a result from brand management practices.
This corresponds with research presented by Chhabra and Sharma (2014), which states that
firms could work with employer branding in order to effectively communicate a brand image
that attracts and retains crucial human resources. Echo also makes sure to always perform in
accordance of its expectation that develops both legitimacy and corporate reputation, which
further enhances company growth through recommendations and references. Brand
management, corporate reputation, and legitimacy, are central factors of importance when
growing and developing the company.
Foxtrot was the only empirical case that utilized product branding as a primary brand
management practice. However the results have been just as successful, as Foxtrot since its
implementation of brand management practices has grown extensively. Brand management
primarily helps the organization communicate with its internal and external environment,
which is essential in order to establish a coherent corporate culture and attractive brand image.
Product brands have further helped Foxtrot preserve and protect its corporate reputation and
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legitimacy, as the product brands aren’t directly associated with other brands the organization
possess. Foxtrot previously had a bad corporate reputation which almost resulted in
bankruptcy but as the organization decided to change leadership and start producing great
results, this changed. Corporate reputation is seen as an essential resource in order to secure
survival and expand an organization, as it benefits with references and recommendations.
Brand management is utilized in order to enhance the process of developing corporate
reputation as it efficiently communicates core aspects of a firm and its corporate reputation.
This helps interact with a much wider audience and when legitimized through appropriate
performance, creates a much larger base of corporate reputation. Company growth has
increased tremendously due to this process, as Foxtrot during the last five years has doubled
its turnover. Legitimacy, along with corporate reputation, is central in order to conduct
business and expand an organization, and brand management is primarily used in order to
enhance this process.
“…it has resulted in increased sales, that’s our receipt. We have doubled our turnover in five
years!” (Farrell, personal communication, May 6, 2015)
Previous theories corresponds well with this study as Goldberg et al. (2003), Lounsbury and
Glynn (2001), and Zimmerman and Zeits (2002), suggests that legitimacy and corporate
reputation are essential factors that both establish and develops networks over time. This can
be seen and acknowledged in every empirical case as corporate reputation was and legitimacy
was essential to both establish and develop network relationships with current and potential
stakeholders. Further brand management was primarily utilized by the SMEs in order to
enhance the process of establishing and developing network relations though the means of
communicating an attractive brand image, positive corporate reputation, and legitimate
profile, which corresponds with Lounsbury and Glynn (2001), and Aldrich and Fiol (1994)
who state that brand management is a tool that can be used in order to develop and
communicate a legitimate image among stakeholders, and provide a much greater chance to
prevail in the business environment.
For many of the studied SMEs a positive corporate reputation and legitimate profile would
contribute with recommendations and references that helped when establishing new network
relations. These results further strengthens the research provided by Abimbola and Vallaster
(2007), Goldberg et al. (2003), Chaudhuri and Holbrook (2001), and Johanson and Vahlne
(2009), regarding the fact that previous references concerning similar network relations are
beneficial when establishing new ones, and that a positive corporate reputation influence the
decision making process among new stakeholders through recommendations and direct
communication.
For Beta it will be essential to identify a new and more attractive market segment that
embraces its current value offerings. Also for Charlie it is essential to develop an awareness
and understanding of the organizations product and services, amongst potential stakeholders,
in order to grow and expand market segments. Both these organizations possess a contextual
understanding that is essential in order to secure future survival, or growth, on their markets
as it builds upon legitimacy as a deciding factor. This contextual understanding is also
mentioned as crucial factor by Oliver (1991), Ashford and Gibbs (1990), and Zimmerman and
Zeits (2002), in order to successfully establish and develop legitimacy among current and
future stakeholders.
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5.4 Developing the current framework
The following section will provide the central contributions of this thesis, starting with a
model illustrating the relationship between brand management, corporate reputation,
legitimacy, and network relations. This will be done in order to provide a basis for the
discussion of how brand management can establish and develop corporate reputation and
legitimacy, but also how the three concepts both together and separately affect the process of
establishing network relations. Further discussion will also be provided, explaining the
relationship existing among the four key concepts.
Following this the authors will highlight differences that were found between the different
size groups of SMEs when studying how these companies work with brand management.
These highlights could be important to note for future studies related to this research area.

5.4.1 The relationship between the key concepts

Reputation

Network
relations

Brand
management

Legitimacy

Figure 6 Illustration of the relationship between the key concepts

Observing the figure above the starting point of interest will be how brand management can
establish and develop corporate reputation and legitimacy. The results of this thesis indicate
that brand management can be used to establish both legitimacy and corporate reputation on a
short term basis. This is done through communicating aspects of the organization through a
brand identity to different stakeholders, which affects the decision making process and level
of social acceptance among the same stakeholders. Examples provided by the studied SMEs
include communicating CSR activities or great achievements through a company website.
However in order to properly establish a more solid and long term corporate reputation and
legitimacy SMEs needs to legitimate these communicated aspects through proper action. If
successful stakeholders will perceive the organization as legitimate in relation to its
communicated brand identity. In result proper corporate reputation and legitimacy is
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established through legitimate action and not communication, making brand management not
being the first most tool in order to establish these two assets.
Instead a more suiting approach would be having brand management act as a tool that helps
enhance the process of both establishing, but primarily, developing corporate reputation and
legitimacy. This is done through the communicative nature of brand management that helps
SMEs connect to a wide audience of stakeholders, providing a solid foundation on which to
build both corporate reputation and legitimacy. These results helps develop some of the
conclusions that both Lounsbury & Glynn (2001) and Aldrich & Fiol (1991) provided.
When looking how the key concepts affected the process of establishing network relations the
results were very conclusive and coherent. All the studied SMEs could identify corporate
reputation, legitimacy, and brand management as essential factors to consider when
connecting with new stakeholders on markets. Corporate reputation and legitimacy was stated
to define how stakeholders perceive a company and their social acceptance of this same
company’s business activities. A low value among these assets could block future stakeholder
interaction while a positive corporate reputation and legitimate profile would often contribute
with new stakeholder interactions, growing the business with new network relations. Brand
management would again primarily act as a tool in the process of communicating aspects of
the firm and creating attention among stakeholders, which helped in the process of connecting
new stakeholders to the firm. For the studied SMEs brand management sometimes even
helped the organization seal new network relations through its attractive brand image.
Finally in order to provide depth to the relationship of the four key concepts the following
was found:



Corporate reputation and legitimacy can be used as sources when developing a
positive brand image, through more aspects such as achievements and CSR activities.
Existing network relations can provide references, knowledge, and recommendations,
which influence the three key concepts. Examples could be that knowledge of
stakeholder preferences could help future brand management activities while
recommendations and references help strengthen the corporate reputation and
legitimacy associated with the SME.

5.4.2 Differences regarding how SMEs work with brand management
When looking at how SMEs conduct brand management practices the current theoretical
framework is very conclusive on the fact that SMEs are lacking in regards of brand
orientation and brand planning (Centeno et al., 2013; Krake, 2005; Abimbola & Kocak, 2007;
Rode & Vallaster, 2005). This is often a result from limitations in knowledge, time, and
budget, which restricts the amount of brand management potential SMEs have. In order to
counter this theory asks for innovative practices in brand management that produces great
results while countering the current limitations.
However in this thesis the results have showed outcomes that both corresponds and differs
from the current theory. What´s interesting but perhaps not very shocking, however, is that the
size of an SME seems to have a deciding role upon how the company conducts brand
management. In this study the results have shown that medium-sized companies have a brand
management approach characterized by a high brand orientation and medium-to-high brand
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planning, which differs from the current theoretical framework. The small-sized SMEs did
however correspond partly with the current theory as they had a low amount of brand
planning as a result from limitations in knowledge, time, and budget. They did employ a
medium-to-high brand orientation however and were actively engaged in brand management
practices to some degree. A summary explaining the differences is shown in Table 6.
Table 6 Differences between small -and medium-sized SMEs regarding B.M. approach. Our own construction
Small-sized firms

Medium-sized firms

Brand orientation

Medium-high (3-4)

High (4-5)

Brand planning

Low (2)

Medium-High (2, 3-5)

Brand management approach

Spontaneous but restricted due to
multiple resource limitations

Both planned and spontaneous. Not
very restricted but more a result from
priority and wanting to do more

Identified limitations

All identified:
Knowledge
Time
Budget

Time (Echo and Foxtrot)
Knowledge (Echo)

Brand management approach among small-sized SMEs
Looking at the presented cases of Alpha and Beta these employed a brand orientation of
medium (3) to high (4) due to brand management being perceived as a valuable and important
area of practice. Further both of the companies employed a low amount of brand planning,
lacking clear strategies, goals, and aims, regarding their current brand management activities.
For Beta brand management was utilized as a tool in order to create differentiation on a
market flooded by competition. Beta also employed a dedicated brand manager, who was not
the founder or the entrepreneur, in order to make the process of developing a brand identity
more effective. Brand management was seen as a crucial area of practice in order to secure
future survival for the company.
“A lot of our customers don’t care about anything else then price and product. However a
select few, namely professionals and large businesses, demand our brand characteristics.
Identifying these customers and strategically working towards them is something I believe in,
in order to secure a future survival for our business.” (Beatrice, personal communication,
March 5, 2015)
For Alpha brand management was a practice with medium priority for the company, due to
the fact that there currently existed some challenges with employing this practice. Currently
the CEO of the company was also the brand manager which hindered valuable time from
being dedicated towards this area. Also currently it is hard for the Alpha to really identify any
real value towards the practice, as a result from not currently following up on brand
management engagements. This is a top management issue that may be resolved in the near
future as the CEO can see potential value in brand management in its ability to develop
corporate culture and stakeholder recognition.
“Our challenges comes from having different business areas were we have to customize our
brand management approach to the different customers… It is hard to create a coherent
picture and it is a lot of work… The process of brand management is continuous and demands
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a lot of resources… You have to live with your brand” (Adam, personal communication,
March 25, 2015)
For both Alpha and Beta time, knowledge, and budget, were existing limitations. This was not
only a result from a lower priority were the brand manager was also the CEO but more due to
the size of the company, and the fact that brand management was a relatively new practice
within the organizations. Due to a lower size not as much capital and manpower is available,
and because of little time spent practicing brand management not so much experience is
existent.
These results corresponds much with the theory presented by both Krake (2005) and Centeno
et al (2013) regarding the fact that SMEs have multiple limitations as a results from their
smaller sizes. Also both of the companies conducted brand management in a spontaneous
fashion with little to non-planning present. However the brand orientation of Beta shows that
brand management is something very much prioritized within the organization, even in such
regard that the firm employs a dedicated brand manager. Also towards the future Beta is
looking to formulate a brand strategy in its quest of developing a unique brand identity that
can secure future survival for the organization.
“In the future I hope that we are famous for what we want to be famous for, a specialist. A
clear and simplified brand strategy can help us get there” (Beatrice, personal communication,
March 5, 2015)

Brand management approach among medium-sized SMEs
Continuing with the empirical cases of Charlie, Delta, Echo, and Foxtrot, these SMEs showed
results that significantly differed from the current theoretical framework, regarding how
SMEs conduct brand management. In all of the above named cases brand management had an
approach characterized by a high brand orientation (4-5) and medium-to-high brand planning
(2-5). For every company except Echo a brand strategy was existent, and for Delta and
Charlie brand management engagements was continuously being followed up. These two
companies had completely formulated brand strategies and guidelines that helped develop a
proper brand identity both internally and externally. Every company also employed multiple
means of brand management activities such as, utilizing social networks, strategically
working towards gaining free public media coverage, and sponsoring sports clubs. These were
employed by dedicated brand managers either working alone or in team with whole marketing
departments.
Also it was only Echo who employed a spontaneous brand management approach, which was
much a result from it being a relatively new practice and providing great results. However
time is dedicated towards following up on current brand management engagements by both
top management and a dedicated brand manager, and as the organization is currently growing
a more structured approach is being developed.
“Up till now there hasn’t existed any clear brand strategies, and we have implemented
practices very spontaneously. This has proven to bring great results and works well for us at
the moment… However as the organization is currently growing rapidly a clear brand
strategy will be needed towards the future” (Eve, personal communication, May 5, 2015)
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All in all these four cases differed greatly from both the current theoretical framework and,
perhaps more importantly, the smaller-sized firms of this study. The medium-sized firms had
a much more planned brand management approach, employing significantly more activities
and resources towards this area, while the smaller counterparts had less planning and less
activities. Further these differences were mainly a result of more limitations being existent
among the smaller-sized firms, which again proves that the differences are significant.
These differences presents complications towards making conclusions of how SMEs as a
group conduct brand management. As a result this thesis will provide two answers, one for
each size-group.
The smaller-sized firms conducted brand management in a:
 Oriented but spontaneous fashion with little planning present, as a result from
limitations in knowledge, time, and budget.
The medium-sized firms conducted brand management in a:
 Highly oriented and mostly planned fashion, being a result of few limitations.
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6. Conclusions
This chapter is based on the discussion presented in the analysis chapter. This chapter will
provide a discussion and conclusion on the facts presented earlier, in order to answer the
research question and fulfill this thesis purpose. Theoretical and managerial implications of
the findings are presented, as well as recommendations for further research.

6.1 Findings and conclusions
Previous studies stresses the importance that new contributions are made to the research field
of SME brand management (Centeno et al., 2013; Agostini et al., 2014; Eggers et al., 2013;
Chhabra & Sharma, 2014). To this date it has never before been studied how legitimacy can
be created and developed in a SME, specifically through brand management activities,
although previous studies have proven the importance of legitimacy among SMEs looking to
grow (Zimmerman & Zeitz, 2002). Also, an overarching study that looks into the relationship
between brand management, corporate reputation, and legitimacy, in the purpose of
establishing network relations is untouched, even though closely related studies exist
(Goldberg et al., 2003; Zimmerman & Zeitz, 2002; Chhabra & Sharma, 2014; Rode &
Vallaster, 2005; Centeno et al., 2013; Abimbola & Kocak, 2007). In light of these facts the
following research question was proposed:
How does working with brand management among SMEs establish, and develop, corporate
reputation and legitimacy, and how do these three constructs affect the process of
establishing network relations in a B2B context?
In order to answer this question it was essential to also understand how SMEs conduct brand
management practices. Although previous research exist in this area, this study have
identified new contributions that will be valuable for future research. The first contribution
concerns the fact that previous research states that brand orientation is generally low among
SMEs. Although this thesis only provides a small sample, five out six cases had a very high
brand orientation. Further the SMEs employed a varying share of brand planning. However
when isolated between the sizes of the firms, clear patterns could be interpreted. Brand
management was generally conducted without the existence of brand strategies among the
small firms, contrary to the medium-sized firms. However one medium-sized firm employed a
spontaneous approach towards brand management with great success, which suggests that
maybe a structured approach is not always the best for smaller firms.
Further the amount of brand management activities employed by the SMEs also varied
greatly, with more than twice the amount among medium-sized firms in relation to the smaller
ones. In conclusion it seems that there exist significant differences concerning how SMEs
conduct brand management, related to their size differences which is something future
research should be aware of.
In all of the presented cases brand management was identified as a practice that would benefit
SMEs with corporate reputation and legitimacy. Looking at the process how corporate
reputation established there seems to exist different ways of doing this. One way would be
through corporate branding were an SME would develop a corporate identity that helped
control how the members of the organization acted. This would then increase the chances of
positive stakeholder interactions, which would result in a positive corporate reputation.
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Another way of establishing corporate reputation, would be through communicating an
attractive brand identity that had the potential of defining almost all aspects of an SME.
Although this approach was identified as only establishing short-term corporate reputation, as
it was essential that the SME eventually legitimized their corporate reputation.
The process of establishing and developing legitimacy was very similar. In order to establish
legitimacy through brand management SMEs can communicate aspects that affect the social
acceptance a market has towards the firm. A good example would be communicating CSR
initiatives, or acquired certifications. By making these a part of the brand image, SMEs stands
to gain social acceptance as they interact with stakeholders. Again, in order to fully establish
long-term legitimacy it is essential that the SME perform in accordance of its legitimate
profile.
What´s really the contribution of this study however is how, brand management, legitimacy,
and corporate reputation, can coexist as a tool in order to efficiently expand the business by
attracting and retaining new stakeholders. As previous studies have shown legitimacy and
corporate reputation are crucial factors to consider, when conducting business activities, for
any type of firm. These two constructs define how stakeholders perceive a company and their
social acceptance towards the company´s value offerings. All in all these two constructs make
up the foundation for successful stakeholder interaction.
As brand management not only can be used to establish both of these constructs but also to
enhance them, it stands as an valuable practice for any firm looking to establish network
relations. Brand management should be used as tool in order to enhance the performance of
reputation and legitimacy by efficiently communicating these constructs, among current and
potential stakeholders. By doing this corporate reputation and legitimacy will increase
extensively as a much wider group is reached through brand management practices. Many of
the SMEs presented in this study had experienced substantial growth during the last years.
This was primarily a result of extensive communication of an attractive brand image, and the
dedication within the organization to perform in accordance. This efficiently helped the SMEs
to both establish corporate reputation and legitimacy, and communicate it extensively among
new stakeholders through brand management. Lastly some SMEs even utilized brand
management as a tool for enhancing growth by developing an image that presented the
organization as larger and more professional, then it actually was. The organization then
dedicated all their efforts into legitimizing this brand image, which if successful would
practically make the organization larger and more professional.
In conclusion brand management stands as an essential tool for any SME looking to survive,
expand, or develop. Brand management offers SMEs the tools to communicate and interact
with various types of stakeholders, which in summary connects the organization to its external
and internal environment. By combining this tool with a dedication of always performing
above expectations, SMEs stands to efficiently establish and develop corporate reputation and
legitimacy. These two constructs essentially acts as the foundation of that which network
relations are built upon.
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6.2 Theoretical implications
This study has contributed with new concerning how SMEs conduct brand management. It
has been identified that it currently may exist significant differences, in how this is conducted,
between the different sizes of SMEs, stressing the importance that future research takes this
into consideration. The current conclusion in how SMEs conduct brand management states
the following:
The smaller-sized firms conducted brand management in a:
 Oriented but spontaneous fashion with little planning present, as a result from
limitations in knowledge, time, and budget.
The medium-sized firms conducted brand management in a:
 Highly oriented and mostly planned fashion, being a result of few limitations.
These conclusion may be tested in a quantitative study using a likert scale of 1-5. The study
may then test the amount of brand planning and brand orientation an organization currently
employ.
Further the relationship in how the four constructs of brand management, corporate
reputation, legitimacy, and network relations, have been researched, mapped, and developed
upon. Further research is suggested however.

6.3 Practical guidelines
The following practical guidelines are presented for SME brand managers in order to improve
their current brand management activities. Given the significant differences recognized
between small –and medium-sized SMEs, the practical guidelines presented will be tailored to
the relevant target group:
Small-sized SMEs are recommended to employ a spontaneous and flexible approach towards
brand management. Utilizing flat and informal structures that are natural for smaller
companies, small SMEs can share vital knowledge in a much more effective manner. This
information sharing will help counter knowledge limitations when working with brand
management, as more information will be available. Further spontaneous initiatives will be
promoted through an informal structure with little to non-blocking regulations. Lastly brand
management should be handled by a dedicated brand manager in order to seriously implement
initiatives that are targeted to the right audience.
For medium-sized SMEs brand management should have formulated guidelines and brand
strategies in order to create more traceability to current engagements.. As brand management
often is more comprehensive, involving a larger organization, it is important that current
engagements are followed upon. This will help create a more coherent brand identity that can
be embraced by a larger set of people, and also promoted more clearly to the right audience.
Brand management should be handled by a dedicated brand manager and supported by a
smaller team. Spontaneous initiatives should be decided upon by the brand manager in order
to create a both flexible but also structured approach.
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The following guidelines are recommended for all SMEs:
 If brand management is currently limited by knowledge, lack of experience, and time,
it is suggested that SMEs utilize brand consultants in order to support and train the
brand manager in relevant practices. However it is essential that brand management is
an in-house practice, and the suggestions presented by a consultant should always be
critically analyzed and customized to fit the organizations core business activities and
value offerings.
 If brand management is currently limited by a lack of finance cost-effective
communication channels such as social and public media are suggested. Attention
bringing activities, such as CSR, should be promoted.
 Brand management can and should be used as a tool that enhance the process of
establishing and developing corporate reputation and legitimacy, by communicating
aspects that define the SME, and activities that affect the social acceptance of the firm.
All successful stakeholder interactions should be conveyed externally in order to more
effectively establish corporate reputation and legitimacy.

6.4 Limitations
The possibility to generalize the results of this thesis is limited, due to the fact of it being a
qualitative study with few observations. Further the information observed in this study only
came from brand managers and CEOs and wasn’t double checked with specific counterparts.
In order to more correctly triangulate the results, of this study, future research is suggested to
also include a stakeholder’s perspective. However this study had the aim to build and develop
a growing field of research and to contribute with new insight into the phenomenon of brand
management among SMEs. In this regard a statistically generalized result wasn’t sought-after.

6.5 Recommendations for future studies
For future studies regarding SME brand management we recommend that research only
focuses on single size categories among SMEs. In this study it was very clear that it existed
significant differences between small- and medium-sized businesses, in how they conduct
brand management. This is essentially because the size difference is also significant in
relation to the perceived limitations regarding brand management. Therefore in order to
develop appropriate practical guidelines that helps the right target group, researchers should
only base their studies on the same type of SME.
Further suggestions include more studies related to the performance of product brands for
SMEs. Previous studies conducted by Agostini et al. (2014) concluded that product brands
had no significant effect on SME performance. However the empirical case of Foxtrot
provided new insight in this research area, as the company had registered many clear benefits
when only focusing on product brands. This may be a result of their corporate brand currently
being weak, or that industries has a significant effect upon how product brands affect SME
performance.
Lastly future research could also be conducted upon the same research field as the authors
currently have had. In this case it is encouraged that researchers include respondents with
different positions or relations towards a certain firms brand management activities. This is in
order to triangulate the data more correctly, and provide more accurate conclusions. Also a
quantitative study could be employed looking into the amount of brand orientation and brand
planning among small-sized and medium-sized SMEs.
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Appendix 1. Brand planning among SMEs
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Appendix 3. Operationalization of theory
Themes

Description

Sources

Question No.

Restrictions/Limitations How the SME is
affected by
restrictions and
limitations
Brand Management
How the company
practice BM,

Krake, 2005;
Abimbola, 2001;
Wong & Merrilees,
2005.
Krake, 2005;
Centeno et al., 2013;
Merrilees, 2007

Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4.

Creating a Brand
Identity

Centeno et al., 2013;
Wong & Merrilees,
2005; Rode &
Vallaster, 2005;
Xie & Boogs, 2006

Q10, Q11, Q12,
Q13, Q14, Q15,

Characteristics and
activities

6

Q5, Q6, Q7, Q8, Q9,

Brand planning (1-5) were: 5=a brand strategy exists that decides all brand management activities, 3= a brand
strategy exists that decides some brand management activities, 1=a brand strategy doesn’t exist and all brand
management activities are implemented spontaneously.
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Corporate Branding

Brand strategy

Brand Image

Corporate reputation

Developing legitimacy

Establish Networks

How the corporate
brand is developed

Rode & Vallaster,
2005; Centeno et al.,
2013; Abimbola,
2001, Krake, 2005;
Inskip, 2004;
Developing a Brand Krake, 2005;
strategy
Centeno et al., 2013;
Wong & Merrilees,
2005; Gilmore,
2011;
Promoting Unique
Abimbola &
characteristics among Vallaster, 2007;
stakeholders
Goldberg et al., 2003;
Abimbola, 2001;
Gilmore, 2011;
Eggers, O´Dwyer,
Kraus, Vallaster &
Güldenberg, 2013;
Lounsbury & Glynn,
2001
Developing corporate Goldberg et al., 2003;
reputation
Abimbola &
Vallaster, 2007;
Lounsbury & Glynn,
2001; Chaudhuri &
Holbrook, 2001
Using brand
Zimmerman & Zeits,
management to
2002; Goldberg et al.,
develop legitimacy
2003; Baron &
Markman, 2000;
Chhabra & Sharma,
2014
The importance of
Abimbola &
corporate reputation Vallaster, 2007;
and legitimacy when Goldberg et al., 2003;
establishing
Chhabra & Sharma,
networks.
2014; Aldrich & Fiol,
1994; Andersson &
Wictor, 2003;
Andersson et al.,
2013; Johanson &
Vahlne, 2009.
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Q16, Q17, Q18,
Q19, Q20

Q21, Q22, Q23,
Q24, Q25, Q26,
Q27, Q28, Q29

Q30, Q31, Q32, Q33,
Q34, Q35,

Q36, Q37, Q38, Q39,
Q40

Q41, Q42, Q43

Q44, Q45, Q46, Q47

Appendix 4. Interview guide
(Swedish)
Bakgrundsfrågor


Berätta allmänt om vilken roll du har inom företaget, samt vilka dina arbetsuppgifter
är.



Berätta allmänt om er organisation. Vilken/vilka bransch/branscher verkar ni inom?
Vilka är era viktigaste intressenter? Vilka internationella marknader verkar ni inom?

SMF begränsningar vid Brand management arbete
1. Vid en skala 1-5 (1=obefintligt, 3=Grundläggande med delvis återkoppling, 5=Stort
fokus med daglig återkoppling). Hur mycket arbetar er organisation med Brand
management?
2. Anser du att er organization är begränsad på något vis, vilket påverkar graden ni kan
fokusera på Brand management arbete?
3. Anser du att er organisation hade lagt större fokus på Brand management ifall dessa
begränsningar ej existerat?
4. Vilka är era största begränsningar som påverkar brand management aktiviteterna?

Brand management arbete inom SMF
5. Anser du att er organization använder sig utav ett planerat tillvägagångssätt när den
arbetar med Brand management?
6. Hur påverkar marknaden ert arbete med brand management aktiveter?
7. Hur utnyttjar ni interna resurser när ni arbetar med brand management intern?
8. Arbetar ni för att skapa varumärkeskännedom inom organisationen?
9. Vilken roll innehar entreprenören (Eventuellt VD:n) I ert Brand management arbete?
10. Vilka anser du är de huvudsakliga anledningarna till att er organisation arbetar med
Brand management?
Skapandet av en varumärkesidentitet
11. Anser du att ert Brand management arbete bidrar till skapandet utav en
varumärkesidentitet?
12. Vad karaktäriserar er varumärkesidentitet?
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13. Är er varumärkesidentitet på något vis personifierad utav
Varumärkersägaren/VD:n/Entreprenören?
14. Hur använder ni produkter/tjänster för att kommunicera ut er varumärkesidentitet?
15. Reflekteras er varumärkesidentitet utav:
a. Symboler?
b. logotypes?
c. färger?

Corporate branding inom SMF
16. Arbetar ni inom processer för att skapa och utveckla ett företagsvarumärke för er
organization?
17. Ifall detta är fallet arbetar ni med att utveckla:
a. En Företagskultur?
b. Företags design (Loggor, slogans m.m.)?
c. Corporate behavior (HRM, empowerment m.m.)?
d. Formell och informell kommunikation för att integrera och stödja
företagsidentiten?
18. Ifall detta är fallet, hur arbetar ni med att sprida och kommuniera ert
företagsvarumärke hos intressenter?
19. Vilka fördelar ser ni relaterat till ert företagsvarumärke?
20. Vem/Vilka är huvudsakligen ansvarig för att utveckla och stödja ert
företagsvarumärke?

Skapandet och utvecklandet utav varumärkesstrategier
21. Arbetar er organisation efter en varumärkesstrategi som koordinerar ert Brand
management arbete? Till vilken grad (1-5) där: 5=Strategi existerar som styr allt
brand management arbete, 3=Strategi existerar som delvis styr vårt brand
management arbete, 1= Strategi existerar inte och allt arbete sköts spontant.
22. Ifall detta är fallet, hur hade du velat beskriva denna varumärkesstrategi?
23. Vilka är de främsta anledningarna till att ni arbetar med en varumärkesstrategi?
24. Vilka är målen med ert Brand management arbete?
25. Vad är visionen med ert Brand management arbete?
26. Arbetar ni aktivt med att:
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a. Skapa en varumärkesstrategi vars syfte är att skapa en särskiljningsförmåga
hos ert/era varumärken?
b. Fullfölja er varumärkesstrategi?
c. Uppfölja er varumärkesstrategi?
27. Anser du att det existerar begränsningar inom organisationen som påverkar arbetet
med er varumärkesstrategi? (Exempel kan vara: Tid, Kapital och Kompetens)
28. Arbetar er organisation något med co-branding ihop med andra organisationer?
29. Ifall detta är fallet, ser ni fördelar med Co-branding arbetet?
a. Ser ni nackdelar med Co-branding arbetet?
b. Rekommenderar ni arbetet med Co-branding?

Främja varumärkesbilden hos intressenter
30. Vilken varumärkesbild tror du existerar hos era intressenter?
31. Skiljer sig denna mellan olika intressenter (Kunder, investerare, anställda,
leverantörer o.s.v.)
32. Hur anser du att arbetet med Brand management hjälper till att skapa samt definiera
er varumärkesbild hos intressenter?
33. Hur arbetar ni med att upplysa interna intressenter angående dessa karaktäristik?
34. Hur arbetar ni med att upplysa externa intressenter angående dessa karaktäristik?
35. Hur anser du att medvetenheten, både internt och externt, om dessa karaktäristik kan
vara viktigt för er organisation?

Etablera en ryktesbild
36. Anser du att er organization förknippas med olika slags rykten? Ge gärna exempel.
37. Skiljer sig detta rykte bland intressenter (Kunder, leverantörer, investerare m.m.)?
38. Vilken betydelse har ett positivit rykte för er organisation?
39. Vilka konsekvenser ger ett negativt rykte er organization?
40. Anser du att arbetet med Brand management:
a. bidrar till ett ryktesskapande hos era olika intressenter? På vilket sätt?
b. Hjälper er utveckla ert rykte bland olika intressenter? På vilket sätt?
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Brand management och legitimitet
41. Arbetar ni aktivt med att legitimera er varumärkes bild (extern)?
42. Arbetar ni aktivt med att legitimera er varumärkes bild (internt)?
43. Använder ni Brand management för att kommunicera ut er legitima profil mot
intressenter? På vilket sätt?

Ryktets betydelse för intressenter
44. Anser du att ert rykte som organisation är en viktigt faktor när ni attraherar nya
intressenter? På vilket sätt?
45. Anser du att ert rykte är en viktig faktor för att hålla kvar intressenter? På vilket sätt?
Vikten av legitimet vid skapandet av nätverksrelationer på utländska marknader
46. Anser du att legitimitet spelar en viktig roll vid etablerandet av nya nätverksrelationer
på utländska marknader? På vilket sätt?
47. Anser du att kontexten spelar roll vid skapandet av legitimitet bland intressenter?
a. Ifall detta är fallet, anpassar ni er organisation efter kontexten?
b. Ifall detta är fallet, anpassar ni kontexten efter er organisation?

(English)
General Questions concerning the respondent


Please generally discuss your role in the company and your main tasks.



Please generally discuss your company. In what industry/industries are you currently
present? Who are your main stakeholders of interest? In what markets are you
currently present in?

SME limitations concerning Brand management activities
1. To what extent does your organization work with brand management activities (1-5)?
2. Do you believe that your organization is limited in any way, which affects the degree
to how much you can focus on brand management? Explain
3. Do you believe that the focus on brand management would be higher if your
limitations would not exist? Explain.
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4. What are the main limitations that affect your brand management activities?

Brand management in SMEs
5. Would you say that your organization employs a planned approach towards brand
management activities?
6. How does the market influence your brand management activities?
7. How do you utilize internally resources when you work internally with your brand
management activities?
8. Do you promote brand awareness within the organization?
9. What role does the entrepreneur (or CEO) have in your brand management activities?
10. What are the main reasons to why you employ brand management activities?

Creating a brand identity
11. Would you say that your brand management activities contribute to create a certain
brand identity? Exlpain.
12. What characterizes your brand identity?
13. Is this brand identity related to the brand owner/manager/ entrepreneur?
14. How do you use product/services to communicate your brand identity?
15. How is your brand identity apparent in your symbols/logos/ colors?
Corporate branding in SMEs
16. Are you actively engaged in practices that creates and develop a corporate brand for
your organization?
17. If so, does this corporate brand include:
- Corporate culture?
- Corporate design?
- Corporate behavior?
- Corporate communication?
18. If so, how do you communicate this brand towards your stakeholders?
19. What benefits are related to your corporate brands?
20. Who is/are mainly responsible for developing, and nurturing, this corporate brand?
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Developing a brand strategy
21. Does your organization employ a brand strategy in order to deal with brand
management practices? To what extent (1-5) were: 5=a brand strategy exists that
decides all brand management activities, 3= a brand strategy exists that decides some
of our brand management activities, 1=a brand strategy doesn’t exist and all of our
brand management activities are implemented spontaneously.
22. If so, how would you best describe it?
23. If so, what are the main reasons of why you employ a brand strategy?
24. If so, what are the main goals with your brand management practices?
25. If so, what is the vision of your brand management?
26. Are you actively trying to:
- Create a brand strategy which purpose is to create a distinctiveness in your brands?
- Pursuing this brand strategy?
- Follow up on this brand strategy?
27. Would you say that there exists barriers that restricts the amount of resources you can
dedicate towards your brand identity?
28. Does your organization utilize co-branding practices?
29. If so, do you see benefits with your co-branding?
- Can you see downsides with co-branding?
- Do you recommend working with co-branding?
Promoting Unique Characteristics among stakeholders
30. What brand image do you thing exist among your stakeholders?
31. Does this image differ between different stakeholders?
32. How would you say that brand management helps create and define your brand image
among stakeholders?
33. How are you actively promoting these characteristics internally among stakeholders?
34. How are you actively promoting these characteristics externally among stakeholders?
35. How would you say that the awareness, both internally and externally, of these
characteristics can be important for your organization?
Developing a corporate reputation
36. Would you say that your organization is associated with different kinds of corporate
reputations?
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37. Does this corporate reputation differ among stakeholders?
38. What importance does a good corporate reputation have for your organization?
39. What are the consequences of a negative corporate reputation for your organization?
40. Do you think that the brand management practices:
- Contributes to a corporate reputation building among your stakeholders? In what
way?
- Helps you develop a corporate reputation among your stakeholders? In what way?
Using brand management to develop legitimacy
41. Are you actively trying to legitimize your brand image (Externally)?
42. Are you actively trying to legitimize your brand identity (Internally)?
43. Do you use brand management to communicate your legitimate profile towards
stakeholders? In what way?
Stakeholders interest in corporate reputation
44. Would you say that your corporate reputation as an organization is an important
factor when attracting new stakeholders? In what way?
45. Would you say corporate reputation is an important factor when retaining
stakeholders? In what way?

The importance of legitimacy when establishing network relations
46. Would you say legitimacy is an important factor when establishing new network
relations on international markets? In what way?
47. Do you believe that the context makes a difference when creating legitimacy among
stakeholders?
- if so, do you adapt your organization after the context?
- If so, do you adapt the context after the organization?
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